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INTRODUCTION

This work was commissioned by Sedbergh School Developments Limited alongside Sedbergh
Economic Partnership to understand the economic position and potential future growth of
Sedbergh as a Key Service Centre in Cumbria and South Lakeland. This report provides an
assessment of the Sedbergh economic area based on research, data interpretation and a
series of meetings with businesses and key community representatives during 2019/20 and
then details areas for change to support the economic growth and development of the town.
Part 1 of this report provides an assimilation of reports and information studies on Sedbergh,
specifically relating to the Sedbergh economy. Sedbergh has a strategically important role as a
market town and tourist attraction within the Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP), with
employment centred on the education, service, and hospitality sectors. Over the past decade
the number of people working in Sedbergh has shown a small decline compared to a larger
increase for the Cumbria/ North Yorkshire/ North West as a whole and a reversal of this trend
is seen as critical to the ongoing viability of the town economy and the economy of the local
Yorkshire Dales . The report considers the challenges and opportunities for Sedbergh. The
report identifies several key areas which need urgent attention if the town is to prosper
including a fundamental shift in housing policy to support an increasing in both affordable and
open market housing. The risk is that without intervention such as house building, future
employment growth will stagnate, local state school pupil numbers will decrease, and the
town will enter a period of managed decline.
Part 2 of the report examines areas for development which would support the future
economic role of Sedbergh; the potential for growth; the contribution that tourism initiatives
could make; and where to develop more commercial activity. The report also features an
additional section on tourism in Sedbergh post-COVID-19 to consider what measures might
be undertaken to support and grow visitor-facing businesses. Sedbergh can look to new
projects and pursue new opportunities but the town will need to refocus its identity, channel
its energy and change from the current situation of just a small rural service centre.
Part 3 presents an overview of the identified need for more housing. This represents an
executive summary taken from a larger report, available separately. Recommendations note
the essential need for residential development in keeping with the needs of the community
and key employers. Aligned to this is the need for the National Park to consider new ways to
meet delivery targets for affordable and open market housing in the forthcoming 2023-2040
Local Plan and for new developers to consider the Sedbergh area – which has failed to keep
pace with other local towns in terms of new housing development in recent years.
The Brief
As part of a wider collaboration of local representatives and organisations within Sedbergh,
this report was commissioned by Sedbergh School Developments Limited with the full
support of the Sedbergh Economic Partnership to consider the following:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Provide an assimilation of relevant studies relating to the economy and prosperity of
Sedbergh.
To undertake an appraisal of the current economy including demographics, housing,
economic and tourism profiles.
To summarise the perceived challenges and opportunities facing the town and the
economy of Sedbergh.
To review conferencing market opportunities including local venue and
accommodation audits.

The brief was further extended to include:
v.
vi.
vii.

A detailed report into the economic case for more housing in the town
A housing needs survey for local keyworkers and businesses
Research into the opportunities for the tourism and hospitality sector in Sedbergh
post COVID-19 lockdown.

The first part of the work was undertaken during the autumn and winter of 2019/20, the
additional part in spring 2020. The reports were compiled by interviews with local
headteachers, community players, businesses and councillors, telephone interviews with local
authority personnel, research online and information gathering from housing needs survey,
industry news, businesses, government reports, local authority data and census data.
Additional work on the future tourism aspects was undertaken in July 2020 and action
planning is underway. The main report has been revisited and updated to take account of
changes resulting from government policy in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. Final updates
and amendments were concluded in October 2020.
The Author
Joanne Golton is an experienced economic development practitioner who has worked over 20
years in economic regeneration and community development with a series of local
authorities, community groups and public / private sector partnerships across the UK. More
recently Joanne, as the Economic Development Manager at South Lakeland District Council,
worked closely with many towns such as Sedbergh to bring about positive economic projects
and change.
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Chapter 1 - Overview

1.1

Sedbergh is a settlement with an active local community, an attractive historic market
town located at the foot of the Howgill Fells at the western edge of the Yorkshire Dales
National Park. The town, which dates back pre-Saxon times, is also close to the eastern
fells of the Lake District National Park, and the mainline rail station at Oxenholme only
9 miles from Kendal. Sedbergh is the largest settlement within the Yorkshire Dales and
plays an important role in the national park economy.

1.2

The town is just a few miles from the M6 junction 37 accessed via a winding road
network. The town has a historic core in an area of outstanding landscape yet
competes for visitors with its three nearest towns, namely Kirkby Lonsdale to the
south, Kirkby Stephen to the north and the much larger town of Kendal to the west.
Sedbergh also has visitor competition from within the Yorkshire Dales National Park to
the east and the Lake District National Park to the west.

1.3

There is a positive flow of workers coming into the town for work with smaller
numbers leaving the area for work. The town provides workers for neighbouring
locations such as Kendal, Kirkby Stephen and Lancaster. The town is home to
employers including Sedbergh School - the largest employer in the national park,
Sedbergh Medical Centre, Settlebeck School, the Black Bull and JMP Food Services.
The wealth and economic outlook for the town is positive, provided additional housing
is forthcoming.

1.4

Sedbergh enjoys an active community with many local organisations including the
Town Council, a Traders Association, the Sedbergh Community Trust distributing
community grants, the Community Interest Company running the Tourist Information
Centre and over 40 active groups and associations, but like many other places there is
concern over volunteer fatigue.

1.5

The High Street is a mix of 42 shops, eateries and services with some vacant units and
mainly small size units, which prevents larger scale retailing. Sedbergh has a weekly
market offers the potential for further development, and the space is used the
remainder of the week for car-parking and recycling. Due to the linear presentation of
the main street there is a perceived lack of a centre point, a key gathering area which
could help benefit markets and events.

1.6

The town enjoys many employment opportunities at a variety of levels with employers
reporting a shortage of available workforce in the immediate area inhibiting further
economic development. The town has limited public transport and, as with the whole
Local Authority area, has an ageing population and low numbers of available housing
both affordable and local occupancy. The number of new homes being built is minimal
and the prevalence of second home ownership is coming up to worrying levels.
Population levels are not increasing and roll numbers at the Primary School are
dropping. The issue for Sedbergh and for the whole of the Yorkshire Dales National
Park is the struggle to remain sustainable.
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1.7

As the largest settlement in the Yorkshire Dales National Park, Sedbergh plays an
important part in the local and wider Dales economy. The town is now mostly reliant
upon the provision of services (Sedbergh School is the largest employer in the Dales)
and to some degree, agriculture, reflecting its historical development as an agricultural
and market town. The town is partly visitor facing and has a good number of
hospitality businesses. The sector, as an economic driver, has room for growth and
hopefully following COVID-19 it is an area that can be more profitable for the town.

1.8

The majority of the local ward population according to the 2011 Census information
for Sedbergh & Kirby Lonsdale were employed as either lower managerial and
professional occupations (18%), small employers or own account workers (17%),
suggesting the economy is quite reliant upon small enterprises. The high percentage of
professional occupations could be in part reflective of the staff requirements of
Sedbergh School. The travel to work data suggests that most people drive to work
(31%) many of whom will commute to other towns such as Kendal, work from home
(15%), or travel by foot (12%) reflecting the limited amount of public transport in the
area and large proportion of people self-employed.
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Chapter 2 - Local and regional context

Key points:
Towns of Sedbergh’s size and rural location are often neglected within
local and national policy.
Need to work to ensure Sedbergh gets more recognition from district,
county and sub-regional bodies.
Businesses can do well in peripheral rural locations. Their growth comes
through their adaptation to local circumstances as their businesses
grow.
Local planning policy needs to focus on helping places help themselves,
where business and employment growth requires support sensitive to
local opportunity and context.

Local
2.1

Sedbergh is the largest town in the Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP) and acts as at
Key Service Centre in the west of the Park, providing vital retail, service and
community functions for the wider catchment area.

2.2

Sedbergh comes under the regional area of the North West, the county area of
Cumbria and the district area of South Lakeland. It is within the Westmorland and
Lonsdale constituency and the Sedbergh and Kirkby Lonsdale ward and has its own
elected parish council. Sedbergh falls under the Yorkshire Dales National Park for
planning matters and under Cumbria Tourism for the hospitality industry. For health
and wellbeing services Sedbergh is covered under the Lancashire & South
Cumbria NHS Foundation Trust.

2.3

The YDNP planning authority has set out a vision in its 2019 Management Plan, a highlevel, strategic document that aims to set out a clear ‘direction of travel’ within the
National Park, essentially a work programme for the next five years. The vision is
“through their passion for this special place, local people, businesses and
organisations will keep the Yorkshire Dales National Park a thriving area. Its unique
cultural landscape will be treasured for its stunning scenery, exceptional heritage and
wonderful wildlife, and every year millions of people will be inspired to be a part of it”.

2.4

The YDNP are currently in the process of forming a new 2023-40 Local Plan. This is to
link the new areas of the Park (extended in 2016) and for planning policies to tie with
the long-term vision and ambitions for the Yorkshire Dales National Park - contained in
their Management Plan 2019-2024.
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2.5

Given the nature of the national park only small-scale residential development sites
have been allocated over the plan period to meet the identified need. However, lack
of movement on these sites has brought about a crisis in the number of homes being
built and the YDNP now acknowledges that it needs to deliver a minimum of 55
houses per annum or work to a situation of managed decline.

2.6

Kirkby Stephen, Kendal and Kirkby Lonsdale are important Key Service Centres in the
area, providing retail, service and community functions for the wider catchment area
and are building significant new housing numbers. These large new housing
developments in the neighbouring key service centres has perhaps left Sedbergh on
the backfoot. The other settlements are out-with the YDNP and are not limited in
scope for new development. The planning policies for developers are significantly
more constricted in the park and this is one of the reasons that housing sites have not
been forthcoming. These include the 50% requirement for affordable homes (or 33%
affordable and 33% local occupancy) versus the district council's 35% requirement
being more attractive to developers and the minimum 35 homes per hectare density
rules. Any plans for small, allocated sites of 5 homes or less put them all under a local
occupancy clause, for unallocated sites all must be affordable, both of which affects
the selling value of the property and deters developers. In other areas District Council
policies on affordable homes and additional housing provision, site size and density
has helped to increase the amount of affordable housing available to local people,
helping to retain a greater mix of residents, particularly the number of young people
and families in the settlements.

2.7

South Lakeland District Council, Barrow Borough Council and Lancaster City Council
are working together on a new sub regional project to support the economic fortunes
of the Morecambe Bay economic area. The opportunities have been outlined in a
Lancaster and South Cumbria Economic Region prospectus, which outlines the region’s
assets in advanced manufacturing, tourism, health, energy and education. It also
includes opportunities to boost skills, housing, and industrial development. It is
envisaged that this will be the basis for a significant growth deal bid to the UK
Government. It is important that Sedbergh maintains links with this project and is
included in future developments particularly in areas of skills and place.
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Regional
2.8

Sedbergh is in Cumbria and falls within the boundary of the Cumbria LEP. The Local
Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) were set up following the abolition of Regional
Development Agencies (RDAs). Government then established funding routes for LEPS,
such as growth deals, and moved to wider national policy initiatives rather than
regional policies.

2.9

Government policy has been more focussed on larger conurbations and cities but now
the focus appears to be shifting to rural areas. In response to the 2017 UK National
Industrial Strategy, LEPs have now developed Local Industrial Strategies, with “clearly
defined priorities” for how cities, towns and rural areas will maximise their
contribution to UK productivity. Rural economies are estimated to provide over
£200bn of economic output (Defra 2015) and with support and investment it is
considered that the figure could rise. Within that, LEPs are encouraged to ensure that
“places” make the most of their distinctive strengths - irrespective of whether they are
cities, towns, rural or coastal.

2.10

Cumbria LEP produced their Local Industrial Strategy in March 2019. This followed a
series of LEP growth plans produced in 2017 to address issues across all sectors of the
Cumbrian economy, a summary chart taken from their Visitor Economy Growth Plan is
pictured below.

2.11

Brexit continues to provide much uncertainty for all business especially the
agricultural sector and this is a key employment sector for Sedbergh and the
surrounding area, both as land managers and food suppliers. The hospitality sector, an
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area where Sedbergh has the potential for most growth has seen concern expressed
by local business about the availability of staff and work permits for migrant workers.
Many workers currently employed in the leisure and hospitality industry in both the
Lakes and the Dales come from overseas and issues around work visas need to be
resolved quickly to give confidence to the market. Brexit-related changes to sterling
can also affect trade so a fall in sterling may help stimulate the overseas markets and
an increase in international visits.
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Chapter 3 - Precis of recent Sedbergh-related studies and reports

Key points
• Sedbergh School economic impact is significant to the area.
• Sustainability of the town is heavily dependent upon the new YDNP
local plan and management plan
• Recent economic studies have produced deliverable action plans
provided all parties come together
• Visitor economy is a key growth area

There are several reports and studies which include reference to Sedbergh, including
economic studies, vision documents and planning assessments. The key reports are
summarised below:
3.1

2018 ERS Sedbergh School social and economic impact assessment

This report provided an analysis of the economic and social impacts arising from the activities
of Sedbergh School. This report provided an update to a previous 2011 impact assessment.
The results demonstrate the significance to the locality of the National Park’s largest
employer, Sedbergh School. Based on a student population of 736 and staff numbers of 463
(307 FTE), direct GVA resulting from the main operations of the School was £10.2m. The
report also concluded that there were further benefits to the local area of 35 FTE additional
jobs and £1m GVA resulting from the spending of staff living locally
The School also brings significant income and spend to the area through visitors including
parents, visiting sports teams and those attending school/ summer school through the
subsidiary company Sedbergh School Developments Limited. Total employment calculated
with this type of spending is 41 FTEs and additional £1.1m in GVA.
The report also highlighted the key community benefits that the School brings to the town
including external use of premises by 20 local groups, 19,168 volunteering hours by School
pupils, provision of land for community events, dual use of facilities such as the swimming
pool and the sports hall with the local community.
The School facilitated the rejuvenation of the Black Bull Hotel on main street enabling the
private purchase, refurbishment and reopening of a now award-winning hotel on Sedbergh’s
main street. The net economic impact of that operation are 27FTEs and £500k GVA for the
Sedbergh area. The Hirst Centre, a new leisure facility completed in 2018, will help to
generate further spend and benefit into the local economy as it is used for events,
conferences and summer learning initiatives.
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The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a significant drop in income to local
businesses including Sedbergh School mainly through the loss of summer school courses
which has resulted in a modest number of redundancies. All businesses face the challenge of
operating in a Covid constrained environment - all of which has impacted further on the local
economy
3.2

A Vision for Sedbergh - Sedbergh Chamber of Trade

The Chamber in Sedbergh and district has been long established, local businesses pay per
annum to be a member of the Chamber of Trade and there are 30+ members currently.
The principal aims of the organisation are:
1. As an association of traders, merchants, manufacturers, professional people and
others in business within the area to consider and promote measures, plans and to
further improve and secure the trading and commercial interests of the town.
2. To collect, collate and circulate statistical and other information for members to assist
them in their commercial and professional pursuits.
3. To advance and promote commercial and technical education within business.
4. To support fair principles of trading.
5. To create and foster a spirit of goodwill, friendship and unity among the
businesspeople of the town through meetings, discussions, lectures, debates and
social media.
6. To use Chamber funds to support local charitable institutions and objects deemed
worthy.
In 2015, the Chamber worked with a Marketing Consultant, to establish a strategy to market
Sedbergh. The marketing strategy objectives:
•
•
•
•

To promote Sedbergh as a destination: a thriving, vibrant community with a great offer
for visitors and locals.
To highlight and showcase the cultural heritage of Sedbergh.
To encourage the public to visit, enjoy and share their experiences; become known for
great customer service.
Longer term aspiration: to encourage economic development – develop & grow the
asset.

Following this, the Marketing Sub-Committee was set up and the Strategy was updated in
2017. One of the projects resulting from the strategy was the Activity Guide - Visit Sedbergh,
printed in 2018 and available from the Information Centre.
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3.3

2017 Doug Wheeler Associates Sedbergh Economic Action Plan

This was commissioned by SLDC to help assess the current economic situation in Sedbergh.
The report was funded by several sources and identified key sectors, challenges and actions
that could be undertaken to improve opportunity and activity in the Sedbergh area.
The key output was an Action Plan of deliverable projects/project activity and advice on
implementation and funding sources for the stakeholders under the following four themes:
1. To facilitate managed economic growth and investment in infrastructure to encourage
and enable new start-ups, grow stronger businesses and continue economic
diversification in Sedbergh.
2. To proactively develop the existing visitor economy and target younger and higher
spending visitors to stay longer with a focus on cycling/walking/kayaking, local cultural
and built heritage and locally sourced food/drink.
3. To invest in placemaking and actively unlock the economic regeneration potential of
Sedbergh Town Centre to improve the quality of the Main Street.
4. To actively exploit the tremendous social capital available in Sedbergh, strengthen
community enterprise and actively develop third sector organisations to unlock
economic regeneration opportunities.
A key output from this commission was the establishing of the Sedbergh Economic
Partnership which consists of members from of the Local Authority, Yorkshire Dales
National Park, Parish Council, Sedbergh Chamber of Trade, Sedbergh School, County Council
and the Tourist Board. The Group now work together, meeting 3-4 times a year to
implement actions identified in the Wheeler Report and support economic growth.
Examples of key short-term actions from the Wheeler Report:
•
•

•

•

Explore promoting Sedbergh as a cycling town and establishing a cycling hub possibly
located in an existing building.
Work with tourism & cultural organisations and local accommodation providers,
restaurants, and key local venues to develop co-ordinated, high value visitor packages
and to increase the local economic impact of visitor and cultural/built heritage to the
local Sedbergh economy.
Support delivery of Cumbria Education Centre for Advanced Technology and Science CECATS enterprise centre to enthuse, motivate, educate, support and above all raise
enterprise aspirations in Sedbergh.
Look to better connect the town centre and Farfield Mill and actively explore
opportunities for joint initiatives including marketing and events.
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•

•

3.4

Help the High Street by offering, as part of integrated package, advice to shop owners
in terms of business planning, merchandising, window display, stock control, social
media marketing.
Create a Sedbergh Economic Council / Forum to lobby, influence and inspire local and
national politicians and other public, private, third sector agencies with an interest in
Sedbergh- a ‘one local economy team’.
Yorkshire Dales National Park Management Plan 2019-24

The Yorkshire Dales National Park Management Plan sets out the vision, strategic policies and
outcomes for the National Park over the coming years. It is essentially a five-year work
programme for the Park and its partners.
The Yorkshire Dales National Park exists to
•
•

to conserve and enhance natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage; and
to promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities
of the National Park by the public.

The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority was established as an independent body to
pursue the above statutory purposes and has a duty, under the Environment Act, to ‘seek to
foster the economic and social well-being of local communities.’
The Management Plan 2019-24 provides a vision, 6 operating themes and it contains 49
measurable objectives to pursue by 2024.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Theme A: A distinctive, living, working, cultural landscape that tells the ongoing story
of generations of people interacting with their environment.
Theme B: A friendly, open and welcoming place with outstanding opportunities to
enjoy its special qualities.
Theme C: Home to the finest variety of wildlife in England.
Theme D: Resilient and responsive to the impacts of climate change, storing more
carbon each year than it produces.
Theme E: Providing an outstanding range of benefits for the nation based on its
natural resources, landscape and cultural heritage, which underpin a flourishing local
economy.
Theme F: Home to strong, self-reliant and balanced communities with good access to
the services they need.

Individual objectives considered most relevant and opportunistic to Sedbergh are:
•

•

Theme B, Objective B9.
Promote and encourage responsible cycling by supporting world class events that
showcase the National Park, enabling the development of four ‘cycle hubs’, and
creating at least one further family-friendly cycling route by 2023.
Theme E, Objective E2.
Improve the quality, variety and marketing of the tourism ‘offer’ to encourage
more overnight stays and more visitors in the quieter months, so that the value of
tourism grows by at least 5% in real terms by 2024.
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•

•

•

•

•

3.5

Theme E, Objective E3.
Promote the Yorkshire Dales National Park as a leading sustainable tourism
destination, including enhancing the locations of four National Park Centres to
create ‘visitor hubs’ that promote local distinctiveness and assist destination
promotion for local activities, accommodation, food and itineraries.
Theme E, Objective E8.
Deliver at least one significant economic development project in each of Craven,
Eden, Richmondshire and South Lakeland, and increase the number and quality of
jobs so to increase gross value added (GVA) by 10% by 2024.
Theme F, Objective F1.
Support the completion of 400 dwellings in a range of tenures, sizes, types and
prices, by 2024.
Theme F, Objective F3.
Retain access to services – like primary schools and GP surgeries – that are
essential to the long-term viability of local communities, using the four main service
‘hubs’ (Grassington, Hawes, Reeth and Sedbergh) and their surrounding ‘spoke’
settlements to create economies of scale.
Theme F, Objective F7.
Determine the demand from local communities and visitors for bus services to and
within the National Park, and use that information to work with operators and
community transport providers to provide services that meet the needs of local
communities (with Grassington, Hawes, Reeth, and Sedbergh linked throughout the
year to their nearest main service centre and railway station), and link the main
visitor destinations to the main visitor catchments.
South Lakeland District Council - Council Plan

The District Council’s current Council Plan is working to deliver positive change under four key
priorities and the policies most relevant to Sedbergh economy and housing are listed below:
1. Working across boundaries to deliver economic growth
▪
▪

Preparing a new Local Plan and supporting plans in the National Parks
Using our distinctive environment to create opportunities for all

2. Delivering a balanced community
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

New affordable homes to rent
New elderly care provision
Support for Community Housing and self-build
Unlocking development sites and enabling local businesses to grow
Understanding the needs of local businesses

3. Reducing income and health inequalities
▪

Working to reduce the number of second homes
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▪
▪

Encouraging links between further and higher education, apprentices, and
businesses
Providing support, advice and affordable premises for new business start-ups

4. Responding to climate change and enhancing biodiversity
▪
▪
▪
3.6

Ensuring that new development is sustainable, energy efficient and flood resilient
Developing town centres which are attractive and accessible for living, working,
culture and leisure
Promoting environmental technologies and the green economy

Yorkshire Dales National Park – Local Plan Process

Planning matters in Sedbergh fall under the jurisdiction of the Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority.
3.6.1 Current Yorkshire Dales National Park Local Plan 2015 – 2030
The Local Plan was adopted in December 2016 and guides development in the National Park.
The Local Plan covers areas of development opportunity and areas to protect from
development. It contains policies that cover historic buildings to wildlife and community
facilities to quarrying.
Key objectives:
•
•

Help deliver sustainable development for the benefit of people who live and work in
the area.
Help deliver the development aspects of the two National Park purposes of
conservation and enjoyment of the National Park by the public.

The Plan follows a long-term strategy of focusing new development in towns, villages,
farmsteads and rural estates and attempts to make better use of existing assets like underused traditional farm buildings. It also encourages specific new development such as a
widening in the range of visitor accommodation to increase overnight stays.
Sedbergh is defined as a local service centre where the objective is to enhance the role as a
business location and support the centre as a hub for the rural economy and social
infrastructure.
Policies relevant to Sedbergh include:
•

•

Spatial Development: New development will be located within or adjacent to
Sedbergh unless
a) the location is necessary for a land-based function, or;
b) the location is necessary for the provision of public utilities or infrastructure, or;
c) the development is ancillary to an existing use at the site, or;
d) the location is appropriate in relation to other local plan policies.
To expand the supply of housing to meet a target of 55 new dwellings per year, new
build housing will be permitted on allocated sites and inside the housing development
boundaries of local service centres and service villages. New build housing will only be
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•

•

•
•

permitted elsewhere in accordance with an exceptional need for affordable housing or
the needs of a rural based enterprise. Current housing sites are identified near West
Shaldon (30-unit capacity) and East of Rawthey Gardens (6-unit capacity).
Communities C1: Housing Development: To release land in sustainable locations for a
range of new homes that will support the social and economic well-being of local
communities.
Communities C2: Exception policy: To allow the release of small-scale, affordable
housing sites as an exception to Policy C1 (allocated sites), where it is demonstrated
that there is an unmet need for locally affordable housing.
Business and Economy BE1: Business Development: Three sites are allocated as
opportunity sites in Sedbergh namely: Toll Bar, Baliol School, and Farfield Mill.
Business and Economy BE5: To safeguard high streets as the main places where local
communities and visitors shop, and access services. New or expanded retail (A1) uses
and commercial development will be permitted in Sedbergh, Grassington, Hawes and
Reeth.

3.6.2 Yorkshire Dales Local Plan 2023 - 2040
In December 2018, the National Park Authority took a decision in principle to prepare a single
Local Plan for the whole of the Yorkshire Dales National Park (including the new areas added
in 2016). The new plan will provide a single set of strategies and planning polices to guide new
development in the Park between 2023 and 2040 in line with the National Planning Policy
Framework. It will also tie in with the long-term vision and ambitions for the National Park set
out in the 2019 YDNP Management Plan.
Work on the new YDNP Local Plan started in early 2020 and the Local Plan is due to be
updated in 2023. The Park Authority have recently completed a Strategic Housing Assessment
for the Park and a socio-economic assessment of the area. Both reports will provide evidence
for the emerging Local Plan. Currently calls are being made for landowners and developers to
put forward land for development.
The Park Authority currently have a target of 55 houses, Sedbergh earmarked for 30+ yet
woefully short in terms of delivery having just delivered on average 3 homes per year over the
last 5 years.
3.6.3 Yorkshire Dales Strategic Housing Assessment 2020
The YDNP Authority commissioned a Social, Economic and Housing Study to help inform a
new Local Plan for the National Park from 2023. The evidence presented covered the newly
extended areas of the YDNP.
Key findings:
•
•
•
•

23,488 population
12,688 dwellings – 20.7% vacant/second homes • 10,806 households
Official projections to 2040 pointing to a reduction in total population and households.
Recommends an annual dwelling target of 50 per year
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•

Recommends delivery of two- bedroom (35.5%) and three- bedroom (37.5%)
dwellings followed by one- bedroom (15.5%) and four or more-bedroom (11.5%). In
terms of dwelling type. 55% of dwellings should be houses, 25% flats and 20%
bungalows.

The Park is challenged to maintain the economic vitality of its local communities, in the face
of an ageing and declining population. Low growth or population decline has become a
characteristic of National Park areas.
The low-growth profile of the YDNP is reflected in its changing age structure. Pre-school,
primary school and secondary school age-group populations have all declined since 2001
and especially in the last 10 years. In addition, the labour force population inside the Park
area has gone down by 7% since 2001. In contrast the size of the 65+ age-group has
increased year-on-year, achieving a 45% growth rate over the sixteen-year period.
The current age-profile of the Park means that its population growth outlook will always be
constrained, indicated by the fact that even with housing growth of +50 per year, population
change is estimated at a modest 1.8% between 2023 and 2040. By building houses, it will
encourage an inward migration and a younger age group moving into the park as they target
employment opportunities and school availability.
The SHA has recommended an annual dwelling target of 50 dwellings each year across the
YDNP over the next Local Plan period. Current population and household projections show a
reduction in the numbers of people and households over the period 2023 to 2040. Through a
positive planning approach from the YDNP to support new dwelling numbers, overall
household numbers are predicted to increase. This increase in numbers will improve the
sustainability of communities and help to deter the rapidly ageing population profile of the
Park.
There is a shortfall of affordable housing which is evidenced through housing registers
managed by the five districts associated with the YDNP. The SHA recommends that no less
than 20 affordable dwellings are built each year, with 89% having 1 or 2 bedrooms and 11%
having 3 or more bedrooms. The SHA assessed information on housing registers regarding
income and tenure preferences and concluded that ‘10% of households could afford
intermediate tenure products based on a 50% shared ownership product priced at around
£134,000. However, there is a wider need for intermediate tenure products to help key
workers and lower-income households access the housing market’. Subject to viability testing,
the SHA proposed a 60% rented and 40% intermediate tenure split.
3.6.4 Great Place
The Great Place (Lakes and Dales) lottery funded project aims to halt net migration;
recognising that the area needs 44% more 16 – 34 year olds just to reach the national average
and that there is a significant number of second homes in the region. Recognising that
without young people and young families there will be fewer village schools, depriving rural
areas of cultural, community and service delivery centres, a lack of skilled employees for local
businesses, and an impoverished cultural offer.
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The project is currently supporting rural communities by improving access to arts, heritage,
culture and services and marketing the area to potential younger house buyers. The vision is
to have “a sustainable, resilient, creative community and economy , celebrating the
distinctiveness of place, the skill and experience of creative people and a good quality of life,
which in turn will retain and attract younger people to our districts to influence, support and
create our future economy.”
3.6.5 Attracting Younger People Partnership
Other initiatives are underway to encourage the retention of younger people and to
encourage the younger generation to set up home in the rural areas across Cumbria. A new
partnership ‘Attracting Younger People’ was established by the Yorkshire Dales National Park,
working with district councils to find new ways to return the rate of much-needed house
building back to pre-2009 recession levels. The Partnership have developed promotional
material about the park as a place to live for younger people and families and will include
marketing the area.
3.7

Current Local Activity

3.7.1 Sedbergh Chamber
The Chamber until recently employed a project manager, funded by Trusts and local
organisations, who looked after various social media channels for Sedbergh, was a key liaison
figure for the local businesses, helped run a series of events in the town and supported
Chamber initiatives. There is a desire to find funding for the post once more. The current
objectives for the business organisation, set in 2017 are to:
•
•
•
•

Develop brand Sedbergh
Encourage new businesses/help Sedbergh’s businesses and organisations to grow
and prosper
Nurture and promote entrepreneurial activity
Beautify Sedbergh as a place to visit

In late 2019, The Chamber worked well to bring together a funding pot of £10k from a variety
of public and private sources to market Sedbergh to new visitors. The Chamber, through the
marketing sub-committee, have engaged with a PR Consultant to develop and implement a
PR strategy which is:
•
•

Attracting people to Sedbergh as a place in which to live and work.
Raising awareness of Sedbergh as a visitor destination both regionally and nationally.
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3.7.2 Sedbergh Community Trust and Sedbergh Community Interest Company (CIC)
The Sedbergh Community Trust, a charitable company, owns 72 Main Street in Sedbergh. This
building houses the tourist information centre, the Sedbergh historical archives, the parish
office and town meeting rooms. Sedbergh Community Interest Company (CIC) runs 72 Main
Street on behalf of the Trust and is an active group responsible for running its much-needed
information centre for residents and visitors alike alongside the popular artisan markets
creating cultural, social and economic benefits to this area. The information centre is staffed
by volunteers providing valuable local tourist information and selling books and gifts, and who
also run the website, both of which are an important asset for the town.
The Community Trust generates income from the hiring of meeting space at 72 Main Street,
running a second-hand book shop and a popular charity shop within the town and then
distributing funds arising from the shop’s profits to the community. In recent years, this has
generated in the region of £30,000 each year which is distributed to local good causes by the
Trust. Both Sedbergh Community Trust and Sedbergh CIC are key components of the social
and economic wellbeing of the town.
The town’s project manager post, previously supported by the CIC, Chamber and others has
been replaced in part by the successful engagement of a PR consultant and social media
person. These roles publicise Sedbergh and all it has to offer using social media, specialist
journals, regional and national press. The roles, overseen by the marketing sub-committee,
use various social media channels to promote the town including a Sedbergh community
Facebook page, a Sedbergh Instagram page and the Visit Sedbergh Twitter feed.
3.7.3 B4RN Project
Broadband for the Rural North Ltd or ‘B4RN’ was launched in December 2011 and is
registered as a community benefit society. The award winning network now has over 5000
connected properties in the Lancashire and Cumbria areas and involves volunteers and
landowners working together with industry experts and contractors to lay fibre optic cables
across rural areas, villages and small towns connecting houses to 1000mbps broadband
speeds.
The area around Sedbergh has joined the B4RN network for superfast broadband and an
excellent connection exists in Dentdale. Sedbergh is starting to roll out the technology and
cables are being laid but installation is dependent on volunteers, landowner permissions and
funding. It has proved to be a must-have service to support the connectivity of settlements
and as an economic growth support factor for the town.
3.7.4 Housing Survey
A keyworker housing needs survey has recently been completed for the area considering
employees that live and work in the Sedbergh area. A wider Parish Housing Needs Survey was
last carried out in 2007 and is long overdue to provide a clear indication of residents needs
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now and in the future. The Local Housing Authority (SLDC) are no longer compiling these
reports due to ongoing resource issues, but it remains a key requirement in helping to
ascertain the future needs of the local population across Sedbergh. A comprehensive housing
report ‘The Economic Case for More Housing in Sedbergh’ has also been recently published.
3.7.5

‘A Vision for Sedbergh’

Initially as part of SLDC’s Economic Development Department’s involvement in Sedbergh
matters a Vision statement was produced that all decision makers and project delivering
partners in the town would recognise and aspire/ adhere to. The main gist of the vision was
for Sedbergh to be a ‘prosperous and sustainable market town’ and this was backed by the
Community Trust, the Sedbergh and District Chamber of Trade and Business and the Parish
Council.
Following an economic review of the town (the Wheeler report in 2018), the Sedbergh
Economic Partnership was established to represent the key stakeholders of the town;
lobbying, influencing and inspiring politicians and fund-holders; and championing Sedbergh,
by working to a prioritised Action Plan of projects and objectives identified to realise the
Vision. Following a review in 2020, the new Sedbergh Vision is now:
• A prosperous market town well served with economic infrastructure including superfast
broadband, good transport connectivity, vibrant shops and services, education
excellence, a good supply of housing and quality visitor accommodation.
• A destination place that enjoys a distinctive natural environment and celebrated cultural
heritage together with an envied quality of life for residents and an offer of hospitality
excellence for its visitors.
• A sustainable Dales town that supports growth of community and business from within,
a town where people of all ages enjoy opportunities to learn, to work and to be active.
The vision works around three original key themes as agreed in 2018:
1. Delivery of economic infrastructure: broadband, local business hub, improved roads/
services, affordable housing, visitor accommodation.
2. Development of Visitor Economy: Destination: visitors eat, sleep, explore & discover:
local centres of excellence.
3. Promotion of Community Enterprise: Social capital & enterprise of volunteers, use skills
in the community & promote/increase community ownership.
3.7.6 Sedbergh Economic Partnership
The partnership group was established in 2017, following the stakeholder engagement
exercise and economic study project by Douglas Wheeler Associates. A broad group of key
private sector businesses and third-party organisations with public sector officers and local
councillors were consulted to support the identification of actions to support the economic
growth of Sedbergh.
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The Sedbergh Economic Partnership exists to bring together public, private and third sector
organisations to work together and lobby to increase the economic prospects of Sedbergh.
The group have already given approval to a short-term economic action plan, based on the
Douglas Wheeler Associates Final Report and they now lobby and deliver economic and
regeneration projects for Sedbergh with officer support from South Lakeland District Council.
Membership involves the following organisations:
Sedbergh Chamber of Trade and Business
Sedbergh Parish Council
Sedbergh School Developments Limited
Settlebeck School
Sedbergh Hotel Enterprises Ltd
Sedbergh Community Interest Company

Sedbergh Community Trust
Farfield Mill Arts & Heritage Centre
Cumbria County Council
Sedbergh School
South Lakeland District Council
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority

The economic partnership has been active for two years and have a short-term action plan.
The group meet 3-4 times per annum led by an independent chair and are currently working
on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support development of the Cumbria Education Centre for Advanced Technology and
Science.
Improve broadband provision through Sedbergh via B4RN project and market
Sedbergh as a place to do business.
Work with existing operators to test the possibilities of a new delivery model for
better public transport.
Work to improve community engagement and promote volunteer opportunities as a
tool to break social isolation.
Improve the marketing and promotion of Sedbergh both as a visitor destination and
as a place to live and work.
Establish Sedbergh as a cycling hub, support projects to encourage more active
tourism.
Promote higher value tourism with visitor packages and target international markets.
Include an audit of existing visitor accommodation.
Improve and grow the weekly and artisan market offer in Sedbergh and revitalize
retail on the high street
Bring redundant buildings back into use such as the Black Bull (now achieved).
Support tourism growth and business retention in Sedbergh post COVID-19.

3.7.7 Post COVID-19 actions
A small task force is to be set up, under the guidance of the Economic Partnership (which
includes many Chairs from the different public and private sector organisations active within
the town), to look at a series of project ideas and opportunities to help businesses and
communities get back up on their feet. Promoting the town to grow tourism will be a central
feature to this work as will making sure the high street shops remain open and supported as
much as possible. Several suggested tourism solutions will be presented in this report also.
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Chapter 4 - Business profile and demographics

Sedbergh Economic Profile Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population 2,765 persons in 2011: increased by 2.2% since 2001: England & Wales 7.8%
Decline 10.2% in 0-15: a small rise in 16-64 (2.7%) & significant rise in 65+ (+14.3%)
65+ comparisons: 16.6 % in South Lakes: 15.2% in Cumbria & +11% in England & Wales
Economic activity rates (16-74) lower 66.7% compared to 70% in South Lakes / England
Slightly higher part time 16.8% & self-employed 15.6%
Slightly lower full-time employees 31%
15% of 16-74 year olds are students: 3 x district figure
% retired residents (16.3%) is lower than South Lakes 20.4%
16+ age population has above average qualification levels: 31.1% qualified to level 4
2011 Census 1,265 employed residents in Sedbergh (includes self-employed)
Education sector employs 311 residents (24.6%) 10.9% SLDC & 9.9% England
Skilled trades 251/19.8%: professional occupations 221/ 17.5%
Sedbergh average house price is 8.7 times average household income (South Lakes 7.3)
Around 170 NNDR paying businesses: construction manufacturing 30%

Overview
4.1

A sustainable market town should enjoy a good supply of infrastructure and local
access to public services such as schools, health services, banks, public halls, shops,
eateries and holiday accommodation provision. Currently, Sedbergh relies heavily
on tourism to sustain retail businesses, core services and hospitality

4.2

In order to survive as a place for business, entrepreneurship and tourism it is
important to try and keep dormitory town or commuter town status at the door.
These can be defined as "places in which residents do little more than live and sleep,
choosing to work and play some distance away in another nearby metropolis.”

4.3

The assumption tends to be that because a high level of commuting depletes these
towns of their workers, they are left with weak local economies, featuring scant
commercial activity beyond a small amount of local retail business.

4.4

The community of Sedbergh is an active and reasonably self-sufficient one. The town
provides a supportive community, a lively cultural and social life within an idyllic
setting. Several retailers and cafes are buoyed by the events and festivals put on in
the town during the year. The schools, the churches and chapels, the Library and
Peoples Hall provide many events and activities that are actively supported by the
community and publicised through the local website and popular monthly magazine
“Lookaround”. The Sedbergh Health Centre provides an exceptional service to local
residents and is a key amenity in supporting and attracting homeowners moving to
the area.
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4.5

Tourism can be used as a vehicle to assist in addressing several challenges faced by
communities and planning authorities, including the loss of community, declining
economies and under-used town amenities and services.

4.6

The under-promoted Book Town initiative does attract visitors but has the potential
to impact much more. The growth of Sedbergh School has brought increasing custom
from overseas and sub-regionally and increased revenue spend in the town with new
investment into dual use community facilities and the former hotel and coaching inn
on the main street. The national press has featured Sedbergh’s quality food and
accommodation offer, such as the Black Bull, the Three Hares Café and the Malabar,
all of which pull in new visitors to the area. More recently sadly, the Malabar has
been placed on the market.

4.7

Housing is a key issue for Sedbergh and there is a consensus within many of the
active organisational leaders that the housing situation is now critical with a high
cost of housing, a lack of affordable and local occupancy housing and the inability of
local families and young single people to continue to live and find work in and around
Sedbergh.

4.8

The local shops can supply essential daily needs although most car-owners tend to
shop at large supermarkets in Kendal and Kirkby Lonsdale. Sedbergh is now served by
online deliveries of groceries and internet shopping.

4.9

A new area of concern is the recent loss of Sedbergh’s only local child day-care
facility and this has highlighted the complete lack of childcare options available to
those working families living and working in Sedbergh. To remain a sustainable
market town for its current residents and employers, Sedbergh must improve its
early years provision and wrap around care for children. Childcare, extended school
hours and 16-18 years education availability are key requisites for any family moving
into the town and for any businesses looking to attract workers to the area.

Population demographics
4.10

The 2019 YDNP Housing Assessment included a demographic analysis of the Park and
population forecasting. This has shown that the population in the Park has not
increased since 2009 (the South Lakeland part of the Park has seen a decrease) and
that there is a need to tackle the issue to prevent a managed-decline situation.

4.11

Looking at the table overleaf, the population of Sedbergh in 2011 was 2,765 (an
increase of 2.2% since 2001). 21.8% of residents in Sedbergh were aged between 015, 58.1% aged 16-64, and 20.1% over 65. Compared to South Lakeland, the
proportion of 0-15 were higher, while the 16-64 and over 65 age ranges were both
slightly lower.
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0-15 years

16-64 years

65+ years

Sedbergh

21.8%

58.1%

20.1%

South Lakeland

17.3%

61.7%

21.1%

ALL AGES
Sedbergh

11.0%

9.1%
2.3%

-9.2%

-10.0%

-10.2%

-0.7%

0.9%

2.7%

7.8%
2.5%

1.3%

2.2%

% CHANGE IN RESIDENTS

14.3%

Population Change By Age (Census 2001 v 2011)

15.2%

The table below shows that the overall population growth is not even across the age
groups. There were 60 fewer 0-15 year olds in 2011 in Sedbergh compared to 2001,
a decline of 10.2%. This is the same level of decline as seen in South Lakeland and
Cumbria and contrasts with a slight rise of 0.9% nationally. There has been a small
growth of 42 persons of working age (16-64) in Sedbergh between 2001 and 2011
(2.7%), in contrast to a slight fall of 0.7% in the district, but similar to the increase
seen at county level. Nationally the working age population rose by 9.1%.

16.6%

4.12

4.13

21.1%

20.1%

17.3%

21.8%

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESIDENTS

58.1%

61.7%

Population Spread (Census 2011)

0-15

South Lakeland

16-64
Cumbria

65+

England & Wales

The major change in population for all areas has been in the over 65 age group, with
Sedbergh seeing a 14.3% increase between 2001 and 2011 (a growth of 78 residents).
This percentage increase is slightly lower than at district and county level (16.6% and
15.2% respectively), but higher than then national rise of 11%.
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4.14

The latest ONS population for the central Sedbergh area shows mid-year estimate of
2691, with below averages of 17.4% in the 0-15 years bracket, and 55.8% in the 16-64
years bracket and a much higher 26.8% in the 65+ age bracket. Clearly the population
is ageing and the economically active age range is decreasing and the next census will
only confirm this.
Age Range

Sedbergh

Persons aged 0 - 15
17.4%
Persons aged 16 - 64
55.8%
Persons aged 65+
26.8%
ONS June 2018 - LSOA South Lakeland 009C

4.15

Cumbria
16.5%
59.4%
24.1%

England
19.2%
62.6%
18.2%

All economies are predominantly reliant on the wealth generating capabilities of
those who are currently in work. The decline in the number of young people in
Sedbergh in recent years will impact on the potential working population in the
future. It is therefore crucial to support measures to maximise the proportion of
people who are economically active.

Economy and Employment
4.16

The history of economic activity in rural Cumbria (along with its natural resources)
has led to a variety of business clusters. The cluster groups are defined in the LEP
Rural Economy reports. Sedbergh also has a good number of businesses with good
strength and breadth of expertise in these groups:
a. Food production and manufacturing (from small scale artisans to major
manufacturing plants)
b. Outdoor activities – both recreational and educational
c. Forestry and forestry products
d. Niche manufacturing activities linked in part to the outdoor sector
e. Innovative and traditional building material (slate to wool).
f. Creative Industries

4.17

There are 171 businesses (based on those paying business rates) in Sedbergh and
businesses like Roof Box Company, Bath House, Malabar and Sedbergh School have a
customer base throughout the UK and internationally.

4.18

Using National Non-Domestic Rates (NNDR) data from South Lakeland District Council
gives a picture of the different types of rate paying businesses operating in and
around Sedbergh. Businesses operating out of workshops and warehouses (i.e. those
in the construction and manufacturing services) make up around 30% of the total
NNDR paying businesses in Sedbergh. Non-serviced accommodation businesses
(mainly self-catering holiday lets) make up around a quarter (24%), while retail
premises contribute just over 20%.
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Business type (based on NNDR 2017)
Non-serviced accommodation
(e.g. self-catering holiday lets)
Hospitality
(Hotels, Pubs, Cafes etc)
Retail
Workshops/Warehouses
Office Premises
Services/Public Sector
Other
TOTAL

4.19

Count
41

%
24.0%

9

5.3%

37
51
12
14
7
171

21.6%
29.8%
7.0%
8.2%
4.1%

In the table below, 66.7% of residents between the ages of 16-74 are classed as
economically active (in employment or actively seeking employment). 33.3% are
economically inactive (not in employment or actively seeking employment). 31% of
residents in this age group are full-time employed, 16.8% part-time, and 15.6% are
self-employed. 16.3% are retired. In comparison with South Lakeland, the
proportions of part-time and self-employed residents are slightly higher in Sedbergh,
while the proportions of full-time and retired residents are both lower.

4.20

20.4%

16.3%

14.6%

15.6%

15.8%

16.8%

35.4%

PERCENTAGE OF 16-74 YEAR OLDS

31.0%

Economic Activity (Census 2011 )

Full-time

Part-time

Self-employed

Retired

Sedbergh

31.0%

16.8%

15.6%

16.3%

South Lakeland

35.4%

15.8%

14.6%

20.4%

The proportion of retired residents in Sedbergh is lower than the district average
(16.3% compared to 20.4%), but still just above the national level. As with South
Lakeland overall, the number of unemployed and those on long-term sick/disability is
much lower when compared to other areas of the North West. When the
unemployment claimant count is tracked over time then the last 3 years have
consistently seen low numbers recorded in Sedbergh in comparison to other areas.
(It is worth noting that the claimant count is now 75 for Sedbergh (June 2020), due
largely in part to the impact of COVID-19 on businesses. This number will hopefully
revert downward when the economy improves)
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Claimant Count, last 3 years
Place
Kirkby Lonsdale
Sedbergh
Hawes
Kendal
Kirkby Stephen

4.21

Feb 2018

Feb 2019

Feb 2020

0
10
5
150
20

5
5
5
215
25

10
10
5
310
35

The table below shows that shows that 1265 residents were employed or selfemployed and the biggest sector of employment for Sedbergh was education – this is
due to mainly to Sedbergh School but also to the other two schools in the town (tally
of 24.6% compared to 10.9% South Lakeland and 9.9% England). This table shows
the importance of the education sector as a provider of key worker employment
opportunities for local residents in Sedbergh and neighbouring areas. Sedbergh also
has a significant proportion of residents working in health, construction and retail but
lower proportions in finance and ITC.
Employed Residents Occupied By Sector (Census 2011)
Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity and water supply
Construction

Wholesale, Retail & Vehicle Repair
Transport & Storage
Accommodation & Food Activities
Information & Communications

Financial & Insurance
Real Estate
Professional, Scientific & Technical
Business admin and support
Public administration
Education
Health & Social Work
Arts, recreation and other services
0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

% EMPLOYED RESIDENTS 16-74
Sedbergh

4.22

South Lakeland

England

Sedbergh currently sits within the ‘Kendal Travel to Work Area’. Kendal is the
nearest major town and a significant number of Sedbergh’s working population, not
based at Sedbergh’s three largest employers, travel west towards Kendal. Employee
in-migration from towns on the periphery to Sedbergh School suggests that
connections between Sedbergh and local centres on the periphery of the National
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Park are likely to be stronger than other service centres in the National Park.
Sedbergh School employs over 420 staff who travel from across the district and
further afield to work from places including Lancaster, Blackburn, Preston and
Carlisle.
Occupations (Census 2011)
Area
Count
Manager, Director & Senior Official
142

% of 16-74 year olds
11.2%

Professional

221

17.5%

Associate Professional & Technical

109

8.6%

Administrative & Secretarial

103

8.1%

Skilled Trade

251

19.8%

Caring, Leisure & Other Service

127

10.0%

Customer Service

81

6.4%

Process, Plant & Machine Operative

61

4.8%

Elementary

170

13.4%

Vitality
4.23

Although Sedbergh has seen closures on the High Street from sectors such as
banking, the town retains a reasonable high level of employment. It has a pre-school,
primary and secondary schools, large independent boarding school and a wide range
of businesses, service-based and tourist shops, including a post office, estate agents,
greengrocers, inns and restaurants, a tourist information centre and many holiday
accommodation units. There is now a gap in early provision which needs resolving
quickly. The largest business with a turnover of £19m and largest employer in
Sedbergh with 420/ 307FTE staffs is Sedbergh School, followed by JMP Food Supplies,
the state-run schools, Bath House and the Black Bull. There are some well-known
businesses operating from Sedbergh, notably The Bath House, Roof Box, Farfield
Outdoor Clothing, Westwood Books, Sedbergh Soap and Farfield Mill. There is also a
good selection of bookshops tying in with Sedbergh as England's Book Town and
Sedbergh is home to a proportion of home workers.

4.24

A review of the vacancy rate in Sedbergh in July 2020 showed that of the 42 units
known to be available for trading, 39 were classed as open and 3 classed as closed.
This gives a vacancy rate of 7%. The national vacancy rate for the high street is 10.3%.
Compared nationally this is below average and compared locally to the two nearest
towns of Kirkby Lonsdale and Kendal this is on a par. The list of class uses and vacant
buildings can be found in the appendices.

4.25

The market is held every week on a Wednesday and has a small but regular number
of traders. It is acknowledged that more money spent in the local economy circulates
in the locality for longer and there is higher knock-on spend in other shops on market
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days. These, alongside Sedbergh’s monthly artisan markets, provide an outlet for
local producers to showcase to local residents, helping to start new local businesses
and expand existing ones.
4.26

Currently, a positive factor for Sedbergh and its future health as a working market
town is the number of “destination” services and facilities such as the vets, solicitors
and estate agents, pharmacy, GP and dental surgeries which draw people to
Sedbergh from a wider hinterland. This adds vitality to the market town and induces
more visits. There is one area where Sedbergh organisations are currently working to
provide a solution - electric charging for motor vehicles. As more car manufacturers
move to electric cars and government supports grant schemes for e-cars and e-bikes
it is important to provide the infrastructure to support owners, both locally and those
visiting.

Services

Vitality Analysis for Sedbergh 2020
y/n Retail
y/n Leisure

Doctor Surgery
Dentist
Optician
Vets
Chiropodist
Audiology
Library
Community Centre
Church
Nursery
Primary School
Second School
Market
Bank (mobile)

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Grocery
Petrol
Pharmacy
Butcher
Baker
Greengrocer
Cash Point
Post Office
Fish
Hairdresser
Off Licence
Dry Cleaners
Gift Shops
Hardware

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Pub
Restaurant
Function space
Takeaway
Coffee Shop
Exercise gym
Playground

y/n Infrastructure
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Bus public*
Train
Taxi
Bus private
Car Park
Coach Park
Charging point

y/n
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

* very limited rural service

Indices of deprivation
4.27

Levels of deprivation in areas are measured by the Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government every few years, this was last measured in autumn 2019. The
different variables considered are as follows:

•

Income deprivation - the proportion of people on very low income, e.g. on Income
Support or Tax Credit.
Employment deprivation - involuntarily excluded from work e.g. on Job Seekers
Allowance.
Health deprivation and disability - people whose quality of life is impaired by ill
health e.g. Years of potential life lost and emergency admissions to hospitals.
Education, skills and training - e.g. low-key stage exam results or not entering Higher
Education.
Barriers to housing and services - e.g. overcrowding, affordability or long distances to
services such as a GP or primary school.

•
•
•
•
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•
•
4.28

Crime - measures levels of four types of crime, burglary, theft, criminal damage and
violence.
Living Environment Deprivation - e.g. poor housing conditions, low air quality or road
traffic accidents involving injury to pedestrians or cyclists.
The data is published at the Lower Level Super Output Area (LSOA) scale of
geography and the results are seen in the table. The results reflect a ranking out of
32,844 and as might be expected with a population in full employment there are no
measures where any of the locations (Sedbergh or neighbouring) are in the lowest
10% of England.
Deprivation Statistics, ranking out of 32,844 English LSOAs, DCLG, November 2019

Local Areas

Overall

Income
Deprivation

Kirkby
Stephen
Sedbergh
Kirkby
Lonsdale
Hawes

13,135

13,273

22,263
24,638
25,519

Employment
Deprivation

Education
Skills &
Training

Health &
Disability

Crime

Housing
and
Services

8,975

7,084

23,810
21,423

21,063
24,378

29,182

30,196

Living
Environment

14,925

29,816

32,785

7,041

20,303
26,071

15,243
16,867

32,379
24,333

31,278
32,587

5,306
9,591

11,323

31,285

31,656

22,321

4,938

4.29

The highest scores tend to reflect a low level of crime and apparently few barriers to
housing but this may reflect the younger age group and poorer paid seeking to live
outside the areas therefore not being recorded as being deprived of housing

4.30

The area of study typically scores lowest against the ‘living environment measure’
but this scores on issues relating to access to services and road safety and as a result
is influenced by the rural nature of the communities.

4.31

The Indices of Multiple Deprivation suggest that the main issues affecting the areas
studied are linked to access, quality of roads and public transport. The provision of
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public transport in rural areas with a low critical mass of passengers and pressure on
public expenditure is clearly an issue for the Sedbergh area. One measure of how
great an issue this can be is judged by measuring those people with access to their
own car.
4.32

The figures below show that car ownership is not universal and with limited public
transport this does create some isolation for some people. In the area least well
served by public transport – Sedbergh, 16.4% (or one in 6 of households) have no
private transport and minimum public transport when compared to an area such as
Kendal with access to buses, taxis and trains.
(census 2011)
No cars or vans in household
1 car or van in household
2 or more cars or vans in
household

Kirkby
Lonsdale
15.9
48.7
35.4

Sedbergh
16.4
49.6
34.1

Kirkby
Stephen
20.5
48.3
31.3

Kendal

Cumbria

21.2
48.4
30.5

21.4
44.8
33.8

Education
4.33

Sedbergh has a primary school, a secondary school and an independent secondary
school. There are no private day nurseries in Sedbergh and the popular childminders
in Sedbergh has recently closed. There is a playgroup that operates out of the
Children’s Centre every morning during term time for the over 2s and there is a preschool available at the Sedbergh Primary during term time which caters for 3-4 year
olds and shares with the school’s reception class.

4.34

The town needs full time nursery provision for 0-4 years to support families and
employers locally. A day nursery would provide valuable employment opportunities
and apprenticeships in the town, help feed the local primary school and would also
support local suppliers including food providers and tradesmen.
Area

Kendal
Sedbergh
Kirkby Stephen
Kirkby Lonsdale
Hawes

4.35

Day
nurseries
5
0
1
2
1

0-2 yrs
provision
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Wrap
around care
- primary
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Wrap
around care
- secondary
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
n/a

16-18 yrs
provision
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
n/a

A further problem for Sedbergh’s working parents, as highlighted in the above table,
is the lack of available wrap around care for children aged 4-11. Sedbergh Primary do
not currently provide this facility for pupils and parents. A growing number of
parents, especially those who work in Kendal, take their children to Kendal-based
primary schools, who have wrap around care, so to fit in with their working day.
Given that roll numbers are decreasing at Sedbergh Primary it should be an area to
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put right - provide parents with what they need and support the future of the
school. A file note which considers the issues further is available in Appendix 7.
4.36

4.37

Another issue is that of post-16 education. Settlebeck School provides a learning
environment for 11-16 year olds but does not offer Year 11 and 12 classes. As a
result, 16-18 year olds need to travel to Kendal or Kirkby Lonsdale for their education
via another school, college or as part of an apprenticeship. Travel services for this are
not free of charge so there is a cost for parents to transport their child. Once again,
some parents are putting their children into schools closer to their place of work
rather than their home to ensure that children stay in one learning establishment
and to avoid additional costs on school transport. Numbers at Settlebeck are not
dropping off currently but based on the falling roll numbers at feeder primaries this
must be an area that the secondary school has to consider.
Name of school

Roll Count 2014

Roll Count 2019

Change

Dent CofE VA Primary School
Sedbergh Primary School
Sedbergh Preparatory School
Settlebeck School
Sedbergh School

38
170
164
164
480

30
160
198
197
547

-8
-10
+34
+33
+67

Compared to other neighbouring state-run secondary schools in Kendal and Kirby
Lonsdale, Settlebeck School does not achieve as highly in the number of pupils
attaining Grade 5 or above in maths or English. However, it is a good school and work
is ongoing to improve the results. 100% of pupils who leave Settlebeck at 16 go on to
further education or apprenticeships rather than dropping out of education
completely. Settlebeck is an important school for towns and settlements to the east
with children travelling considerable distances to attend, e.g. Hawes 16 miles away.

33.4%

11.8%

12.1%

15.4%

12.0%

4.6%

3.1%

11.3%

18.1%

18.9%

20.8%

PERCENTAGE OF OVER 16 YEAR OLDS

31.1%

Qualifications (Census 2011)

No
Apprenticeship
Qualifications

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 and
above

Sedbergh

20.8%

3.1%

11.3%

18.1%

12.1%

31.1%

South Lakeland

18.9%

4.6%

12.0%

15.4%

11.8%

33.4%
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4.38

Looking at the table above, the Census results show that 31.1% of residents over 16
in Sedbergh are educated up to and above level 4 (Masters, Degree etc) compared to
a national average of 27.2%, 12.1% up to level 3 (A/AS levels), 18.1% up to level 2
(GCSEs A*-C grades), and 11.3% up to level 1 (GCSEs D-G grades). 3.1% are qualified
apprentices and 20.8% have no formal qualifications which is lower than the national
average of 22.7%.

Housing
4.39

The key issues for Sedbergh, as a town within the Yorkshire Dales National Park are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High proportion of second home ownership
A gap between local incomes and house prices (rent or purchase)
Inflated price of land for development
An increase in homes being bought by retirees or those working away
Shortage of land available for residential development
The need for quality design and cost of materials sympathetic to the National
Park environment
Insufficient stock of modern family homes of varying sizes

4.40

Sedbergh has 1323 households and only one main local housing agent although some
others do cover the area. The local agency enjoys a buoyant market with houses
often not staying on for long and those that are more challenging (high priced, space
restricted, no garden etc) always sell eventually. The streets with the highest rate of
turnover are Guldrey Fold, Loftus Hill and Guldrey Terrace. Local agents report that
local residents often struggle to purchase larger houses due to availability and price.
According to Zoopla figures, prices are rising on average 5% per year.

4.41

One of the key features of the local housing market is the link with Sedbergh School.
The impact of the School on the housing market is significant as it is a large employer
and has a number of School parents as second homeowners in the town. The latter
being a primary source of demand. The School has its own shortage of housing stock,
it owns a limited amount of private housing for key staff and creates significant
demand in the private renting for housing for its key workers. Alongside other staff at
the School and those in employment elsewhere in the town, the rental market in
Sedbergh is both buoyant and limited.

4.42

Sedbergh School recently undertook a key worker survey to assess the need for
housing in the town and the results of this are covered in Chapter 14. The demand
for housing is evident when considering the enquiry numbers from the estate agents,
the key worker survey results and various housing need assessments. Sedbergh
School have earmarked land (unallocated in the current Local Plan) for the
development of affordable and key worker homes and are keen to deliver solutions
to Sedbergh’s housing needs.

4.43

When assessing demand, Sedbergh is an attractive place to move to or stay. It is
safe and friendly, a good environment for children to grow up in and with all the
facilities needed for a comfortable retirement. This is on par with its neighbours in
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Kirkby Stephen and Kirkby Lonsdale but unlike its neighbours there is a limited
supply of housing with little prospect of change. Estate agents report that families
are moving out of Sedbergh to more rural locations to access the more affordable
homes they need.
4.44

The table below shows that 19 housing units were built within the South Lakeland
section of the YDNP in the last 5 years, but this area covers a lot of smaller hamlets
and villages as well as Sedbergh. Land availability, price and planning all limit the
development of new homes.
Housing completion over last 10 years
Area of YDNP
Craven
South Lakeland
Richmondshire
Totals

Last 5 years
84
19
31
134

Last 10 years
139
50
97
286

4.45

Viability levels are key when assessing house building and the tight planning rules on
affordability and local occupancy do restrict profit considerably. Interest from private
housing developers is in short supply due to land availability and planning restrictions
affecting viability levels. Schemes with housing associations will be key to delivering
more homes in the Sedbergh area and the majority of which will be rented rather
than sold as per the current need demonstrated in the 2019 Strategic Housing
Marketing Assessment (SHMA), a study commissioned by the Yorkshire Dales
National Park as part of their new 2023-2040 Local Plan process.

4.46

The SHMA recommended a minimum of 50 new dwellings per year taking account of
the requirements for community sustainability and economic growth. The targets
recommended were 20 affordable rented, 10 intermediate tenure, 20 open market
or self-build with potential local occupancy clauses. This would result in a general
60% affordable and 40% market split. Of the 50+ houses proposed for Local Plan
purposes, 18% are suggested to be within the South Lakeland/ Sedbergh area of the
park, 40% to the Craven district area and 30% to the Richmondshire district area,
10% to Eden district and the rest to the new parts of the Park in Lancaster City
district.

4.47

More needs to be done with local landowners to help meet need all of which will
help to maintain economic sustainability within the area. Due to the shortage of
housing options often there is movement of local households into nearby villages and
hamlets due to lack of housing supply or to the larger conurbations of Kendal or
Kirkby Stephen.

4.48

The future of key services and a healthy high street will depend on the numbers of
people residing in the town on a full-time basis who continue to shop local and use
trades and services within the town. The primary school and the secondary school
will need to see an increase in the number of working families in the town to ensure
roll numbers start to rise. Residents working within the town will also help with the
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local associations and organisations that rely on volunteers in areas of fundraising,
supporting activities, running organisations and events etc.
Affordability
4.49

Affordability of housing is a key challenge for people wishing to buy in Sedbergh.
According to PayCheck, Sedbergh has a median household income of £26,137 (2018).
This is slightly lower than the average for South Lakeland which stands at £27,495 but
10% lower than the national average, where median household income is £28,696.

4.50

On house prices, according to StreetValue, the median house price in Sedbergh (and
the surrounding area) was £227,897 (2018). This is considerably higher than the
average for South Lakeland where the median house price was £201,828, Cumbria
(£139,877) and the national average house price of £175,143.

4.51

Combining data from the CACI StreetValue dataset with CACI PayCheck data (2018)
provides a house price to income ratio; known as an affordability ratio. Based on
median data, the average house price in Sedbergh is 8.7 times the average household
income. This affordability ratio is one of the highest in the district (average house
price is 7.3 times average income) and county (6.4), and also the national average,
where the ratio is 6.1.

House prices

4.52

Accurate house values at a very local area are difficult to assess and are not covered
by any official statistics. Rightmove, Zoopla and others will track house sales for a
local area and give a good indication of turnover and of prices. The highest price paid
for a house, according to Rightmove in the last 12 months was £515,000 and the
average price was £259,810 and data shows that Sedbergh prices remain stable with
a 4% increase on house prices last annum. Zoopla reports a current average value of
£304,685 currently up 6% on figures for 2019 and an average £256-£288 per square
foot.
(Zoopla 2020)
No. Transactions
Average Price Paid
Value Change on 2019

4.53

Kirkby
Lonsdale
169
£297,979
+8.04%

Sedbergh
36
£299,805
+7.58%

Kirkby
Stephen
47
241,287
+4.17%

Hawes

Kendal

181
£264,890
-1.95%

360
£222,066
+6.94%

The graphs provide a snapshot of house values in the local areas of Kirkby Lonsdale
(LA6), Sedbergh (LA10) and Kirkby Stephen (CA17) in 2020. It is helpful to see the
average sale prices (above) and which areas are more affordable for people to live.
What the figures also show, is that with agriculture, tourism and retail paying some
of the lowest wages in the UK, the average house prices in two of these three
settlements is likely to be well in excess of that which can be afforded by many of
those working in the area. The trend is continuing upwards, values are rising and new
and existing households are becoming more and more priced out of a home in
Sedbergh.
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Tourism
4.54

There are several tourism visitor categories which make up the millions of visits to
Cumbria each year. Day Visitors, Staying Visitors, International Visitors, Business
Visitors and those visiting friends and families. Day visitors contribute about half of
all spend and roughly three quarters come from the North West and the North East
combined. Approximately 50% of staying UK visitors come from the North of England
(North West, North East and Yorkshire and the Humber). The rest of staying visitors
are spread across a wide range of parts of the UK (Source: Cumbria Tourism)

4.55

International visitors account for around 9% of visitor nights in Cumbria and a slightly
higher share of spend. Cumbria only has a small share of all of England’s international
tourism. It does well in attracting German, Dutch and Scandinavian visitors, US and
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Antipodean visitors, but less well than might be expected with French, southern
European and Asian markets. However, the share of visitors from Asian markets such
as China and Japan continues to grow.
4.56

Sedbergh was a key town in the far reaches of the original West Riding in the county
of Yorkshire. It is now within Cumbria, falling under the jurisdiction of Cumbria
Tourism (main branding Visit Lake District) and Cumbria County Council. It is also the
largest town located within the Yorkshire Dales National Park and has traditionally
resulted in a ‘confused identity’ for visitor marketing and promotion for smaller
businesses.

4.57

Sedbergh acts as a service centre for villages and hamlets within the Yorkshire Dales
National Park and those connected by the A683 and A684 Roads. It is also a popular
destination for cyclists, walkers and visitors and they come from a variety of
directions.

4.58

The extension to the National Park in August 2016 to include Great Asby Scar,
northern Howgill Fells, Wild Boar Fell, Mallerstang, Lune Valley and the settlements
that surround them can now hopefully strengthen Sedbergh’s position as a north
western ‘gateway’ to the Dales National Park. The signage off the M6 motorway
installed in 2016 should be helping to subconsciously remind passing motorists that
Junction 37 for Sedbergh is the western gateway to the wider Yorkshire Dales.

4.59

The current local Sedbergh.org.uk website provides the town with one main source
of information for visitors. It is well accessed from places across the country and
further afield. It is both visitor and resident facing and is an easy to use practical site.

4.60

The town is well served by an excellent tourist information centre at 72 Main Street
which have a series of volunteers to recommend to the visitor a variety of events,
walking and cycling routes, activities and eating places. Sedbergh as a destination is
featured on both the Yorkshire Dales National Park website and Visit Lake District
(formerly Go Lakes), Cumbria Tourism’s website. It is noticeably missing from the
immensely popular Welcome to Yorkshire website which, like Visit Lake District, pulls
in 5 million visitors per year, so this is area that needs tackling to help grow
Sedbergh’s visitor numbers.

4.61

Sedbergh School undertook a 2018 economic impact assessment to provide an
understanding of worth to the local economy and the visitor economy. The School is
responsible for a large number of visitors to the area, visiting academics, pupil
parents, prospective parents and visitors to the events, summer schools and team
sports. The value of this Sedbergh School-led tourism to the town is estimated at
£1.1m GVA and the equivalent of 41 jobs.

4.62

The recent County Cricket game held at Sedbergh School brought in 2000 paying
visitors and Sedbergh enjoyed a significant boost to the local economy. The success
of the event hopefully means that other county games may be hosted and a new
cricket festival will appear on the Sedbergh calendar.
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4.63

Farfield Mill is the main tourist attraction for Sedbergh, it attracts 14,000 visitors per
annum and has approximately 20 studio units let to various crafters, designers and
artists. The Mill has struggled to survive in recent years and a new community share
purchase and volunteer involvement hopes to give it a new lease of life and grow the
visitor numbers. The Mill is an asset and has the potential to generate so much more.

4.64

The Howgill apartments cater for a growing number of visiting corporate clients so
too does the newly refurbished Black Bull Hotel. The importance of businesses such
as these are key to the growth and marketability of the economic fortunes of the
area. Sedbergh is a working town but it also needs tourism to thrive. The new
Howgills development should boost the number of visitors to Farfield Mill. The
refurbished Howgills House with its 12 bedrooms, appealing grounds and two inviting
hot tubs should provide a steady stream of visitors across the road into the Mill.

4.65

The reopening of the Black Bull was important to the local economy as it provides a
high-quality experience with its 18 rooms and 80 cover restaurant. The project was a
significant capital cost and successfully reopened in 2018. The business now employs
18 staff and has brought the town excellent coverage in the great reviews it receives
in the national media. This size of quality facility was not available in the town and a
lot of visitors were using accommodation providers in other neighbouring towns such
as Kirkby Lonsdale or staying in Sedbergh but eating out elsewhere, much to the
detriment of the Sedbergh economy.

4.66

The town, until the recent pandemic, was served by a weekly coach trip which
travelled from Morecambe into the National Park. It will take time for the coach
market to improve again but once it does, this could be an area for growth, especially
tapping into the many coach operators visiting the Lake District areas and central
Yorkshire Dales. It is vital that amenities and services are open to visitors when they
arrive in the town. More uniform business opening hours should be embraced.

4.67

In 2015 the Chamber of Trade contracted a local tourism practitioner to produce a
marketing strategy for the town. The resulting strategy is still relevant today and
ideally more should be done to follow the recommendations. Currently a successful
project is underway to promote the town through social media platforms and PR
work and this is resulting in a strong media coverage and a positive increase in visitor
numbers to the town.
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Chapter 5 - Challenges (and Opportunities)

Key points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sedbergh needs to be on the radar
Good supply of local services
High Street is under pressure (national trend)
Limited availability of suitable housing supply
Good potential to grow tourism post-COVID 19
Education provision for 16-18 yr. olds limited
Concerns over future viability of farming

5.1

The main challenge for Sedbergh in terms of public sector interest and/ or
investment is that it is not on anyone’s radar. It is a town that is located at the very
edge of the boundary for the district council, the county council, the tourist board,
the parliamentary constituency and the national park authority. There are no
public bodies with an office or a base in the town. Sedbergh has an active volunteer
population used to stepping in to provide and assist in service delivery and
community action and as a result can be overlooked, by the public authorities, as a
place in need.

5.2

Other small towns in the District Council area such as Grange-over-Sands and
Windermere are known to ‘shout louder’ and receive more spend per capita than
Sedbergh. Given that Sedbergh is the largest town in the Yorkshire Dales it is perhaps
remiss of the park authority not to have an office, or a visitor centre in place to help
boost visitor numbers and to operate from (NB: two western YDNP bases are Kirkby
Lonsdale and Orton, both at the park boundary).

5.3

A positive factor for Sedbergh and its future health as a working market town is the
number of “destination” services and facilities such as the health centre, vets,
solicitors and estate agents, pharmacy and GP and dental surgeries which draw
people to Sedbergh from a wider hinterland. All of which need to be sustained. The
market is held every week on a Wednesday and has a very small but regular number
of traders. Traditional weekly market traders are dropping in number across the
country so a move to regular monthly markets such as the Sedbergh Artisan Markets
has seen a new type of stall holder take part and a new type of shopper. Monthly
markets work well when themed around craft, food, pottery, antiques etc so this
must be encouraged and marketed well to succeed, support the high street and
encourage more visitors into Sedbergh. Other positives include more money spent in
the local economy which circulates in the locality for longer; there is higher knock-on
spending in other shops on market days and they provide an outlet for local
producers helping to start new local businesses and expand existing ones. In addition
to the events and markets, keeping Sedbergh ‘in mind’ will encourage regular repeat
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visitors such as Sedbergh School parents, alumni and visiting groups are key to the
economic success of the town.
5.4

There are concerns over the health of the main street, as with any other town, and it
is important that the street is protected for retail and leisure use. The relocation of
Spar from the village centre to a modern building further from the centre appears to
have affected the overall vitality of the main street in terms of trade. The situation
has been made more challenging as the redundant Spar unit was granted a change of
use from retail to office by the planning authority. A decision which has limited
footfall to the street and meant a considerable detraction from future retail/ leisure
investment. Furthermore, the main street is comprised of many smaller units with
living accommodation above and is not conducive to retailers wanting a larger
footprint. This is an issue that cannot be resolved so the main street will always be
smaller cafes, shops and services.

Tourism opportunity
5.5

The main economic impact opportunity for Sedbergh is to increase its tourism
potential in the months and years following the pandemic - to include day trips,
staying visits, business tourism, events and touring holidays.

5.6

Tourists bring direct expenditure into towns. Cumbria Tourism estimate average daily
expenditure by holidaymakers at £42 in 2018, but other research has also found that
daily expenditure can range as high as £200, depending on length of stay, type of
accommodation used and purpose of visit. On this basis, it is possible for a
destination town to earn up to £1m from just 5,000 staying holidaymakers. On
average, in Cumbria, staying visitors spend £670 per trip per party.

5.7

Tourism expenditure increases incomes and employment, both directly in tourism
enterprises and indirectly among many suppliers. A further multiplier effect is
generated by the expenditure of people employed in the tourism industry and in
suppliers to the industry. Research carried out by various agencies and tourist boards
tends to agree that each additional 1,000 overseas tourists supports 20-25 jobs in the
tourism sector.

5.8

The tourism industry and all economic sectors have been hit hard by the COVID-19
pandemic and the lockdown imposed on the country has led to a decrease in
economic activity, thousands of job losses and business closures. Slowly the country
is starting again but for hospitality operators in the town, the social distancing
measures will mean that for a while they cannot trade as efficiently as before.
Hopefully, government interventions will help Sedbergh pubs, restaurants and cafes
survive. It is hoped that within six months, the need for social distancing will reduce.

5.9

Increased economic activity leads to increased investment. The expansion in
economic activity creates a platform to support investment in business, public
amenities and infrastructure that benefit the residents of destination towns as well
as their visitors.
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5.10

The tourism market provides additional demand for locally grown and created
products - a significant opportunity and audience for local artisans, artists, farmers
markets, creatives and other businesses.

5.11

Ideally and potentially, tourism could contribute to the creation of a more attractive
and vibrant town for the entire community, providing the impetus for the town to
preserve/repurpose heritage infrastructure and to invest in refreshing the town’s
appearance. It may also encourage a new town-wide business model of agreed
opening hours so visitors can access all shops and cafes during their visit.

SWOT analysis for Sedbergh
Strengths
• Attractive historic centre
• Attractive natural environs
• Diverse mix of uses led by retail
• Good range of private/ public services
• Well established larger employers in
vicinity
• Business base mainly small SMEs
• Good visitor economy inc. staying visits
• Good economic activity rates
• Low unemployment
• Community spirit and action
• Good mix of skilled labour and trades
• Peoples Hall/ Hirst Centre
• Quality offer in food, drink and
accommodation
• Room for growth - new houseowners, more
visitors, expanding or incoming businesses
• Visitor numbers capacity
• Closeness to other key service centres
• Existing traditional market
• Health care provision

Weaknesses
• Viability of housing delivery
• Limited allocated sites for development for
housing or industry
• Small shop and business formats
• Voids on the main street
• Location is destination, not many passers by
• Restrictive planning environment
• Place identity
• Market operation not strong at present
• Age structure, working age contracting
• Limited apprenticeships
• Availability of suitable housing (rental or
purchase)
• Many locals employed by one main employer
• Low income levels in key sector, Farming
• No state provided 16-18 education
• Distance to supermarkets
• Limited car parking
• Limited public transport
• Second home numbers
• No childcare provision

Opportunities
• Visitor economy
• Broadband (B4RN)
• Electric charging
• Artisan markets
• Book Town and associated events
• Cycling and Walking
• Utilising high street road closures
• Develop further overnight economy
• New residential build on exception sites
• Baliol House
• STEM Centre
• Hirst Centre for convention/ conference
• Farm diversification schemes
• Farfield Mill as a YDNP visitor centre
• Staycations post COVID-19

Threats
• Vitality levels in other nearby towns
• Significant house building in neighbouring
areas
• Lack of prominence for regional grants / funds
• Other business centres have better linkage to
road network
• No day nursery or wrap around childcare
• Farming industry uncertainty post Brexit
• Falling population predictions
• Falling employment numbers, more retirees
• Declining retail sector
• Transport services reducing further
• Traditional markets sustainability
• Lack of deliverable sites for employment
• Few viable housing sites for new local plan
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Bitesize key challenges
5.12

Neighbouring towns are increasing their economic role - Kirkby Stephen, Kendal and
Kirkby Lonsdale as places to live, work, visit and bring up a family, especially as the
smaller conurbations grow their housing supply. Competition is hot and it is not a
level playing field.
The planning policies for developers looking at Sedbergh are significantly tighter
given the 50% requirement for affordable homes (or 33% affordable plus 33% local
occupancy) versus 35% requirements in neighbouring towns. Sedbergh has
predominantly smaller sites in and around the development boundary and plans for
small, allocated sites of 5 homes or less put them all under a local occupancy clause,
for unallocated sites all must be affordable, both of which affect the selling value and
deters developers.

5.13

Sedbergh remains constrained by a lack of connectivity via public transport and road
network accessibility, specifically for workers and students. Challenges exist with the
use of community-style buses which could facilitate the requirements of the
transport of employees into Sedbergh and home again at hours when public services
aren’t running e.g. night-time and similarly with afterschool care and 16-18s
education needs.

5.14

Sedbergh struggles with identity for place and purpose. Sedbergh is remote
geographically and not on the radar of local public agencies so proactive measures
are missing and reactive responsibility not claimed (NHS, SLDC, CCC, YDNP, CT, WtY).
This culminates in a lack of public services, public sector activity or willing
intervention from authorities when compared to other areas across the region.
Sedbergh is seen as a place with real potential but lacks a driving force to deliver it.

5.15

There is a reliance on employment provision from one main source. Business
support options, staff resource pool and physical room for growth is limiting for
businesses. Also, local entrepreneurs also have limited business networking
opportunities.

5.16

Sedbergh has many second homes and this number is growing. There is limited
housing land supply and a commitment to build. There is also a significant number of
low-quality housing stock, which needs to be addressed. The town has high house
prices, which are above average for the area. Given the recent low numbers of
housing units being delivered across the national park and in Sedbergh, the town
may now be forced to accept a period of managed decline by the authorities.
Dormitory status could mean loss of the key services important to local residents.

5.17

Population growth is stagnating in Sedbergh, the town has an active but ageing
population. Sedbergh has a migration of younger people and it is difficult to attract
younger families due to house prices and housing availability. The lack of growth in
the housing market and the stagnating of employment opportunity for young people
is also affecting family business continuity in the area.
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5.18

Sedbergh suffers from health and social care deprivation, care facilities for the
elderly are minimal with no residential care home. This facility is needed and would
provide valuable jobs for the town but the challenge remains on presenting the
demand case to the authorities or private sector, where to build it, how to fund it
and how to staff it.

5.19

The health of the high street offer needs to improve, some Sedbergh retail units are
home to hobby businesses with limited hours, dated stock and tired customer service
skills. The high street has few quality sizeable units and features too many offices and
service-based businesses rather than retail and cafes. There is scope for more variety
and quality but not space.

5.20

There is significant challenge for families with a lack of a day nursery and wrap
around care for school age children and this limits the choices for parents who work
full time. It presents a business opportunity for the primary school with provision of
fee-paying after school clubs and a day nursery business opportunity for those with
younger children.

5.21

There is no 16-18 state education provided locally and no free transport to other
places (Kendal and Kirkby Lonsdale) for the 16-18s to learn. This affects school roll
numbers in Sedbergh as it forces parents to consider placing their children out with
the town for continuous education. This can be partly achieved with increased
scholarship opportunities at Sedbergh School or the opportunity to teach vocational
training, BTEC or other accredited programmes at a venue within the town.

5.22

Apprenticeships are scarce across employers in the town, excepting Sedbergh
School. There needs to be a better link with Settlebeck School and local employers to
increase these numbers and keep young people in the town.

5.23

Sedbergh needs to decide core marketing messages of place to live, idyllic
environment, lifestyle, garden size, clean air, etc to potential visitors, investors,
residents and then promote. The tourism market is untapped particularly in the areas
of cycling, walking, retreats, themed visits, natural beauty and spa visits. The growing
interest in the Dark Skies initiative, events, festivals and post-COVID 19 marketing
remains untapped in the Sedbergh area. Farfield Mill should be a beacon for visitors,
14000 visits per annum is a good starting point for growth.

5.24

A project is needed to encourage cycling-related businesses, promote family routes
and serious trails and support the necessary infrastructure to facilitate its growth
such as cycle friendly cafes and accommodation, electric bike charging points, cycle
repair shops, hire shops, bike racks and others. There are now a lot more cycling
households following COVID-19.

5.25

The town is set in a stunning location and has much to offer but has an untapped
visitor market. Sedbergh is not known enough on the wider sub regional map of
places to visit or for annual go-to events. Local events such as Sheepfest need to
establish themselves as more mainstream with the tourist boards, tourism agencies
and marketeers. More resource is needed to organise, expand and promote quality
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events such as the cricket festivals, literary festivals, artisan markets, agricultural
events to attract wider audiences.
5.26

The future for agriculture as a sector is unknown and it is a significant part of the
local economy. Brexit effect on farm payment schemes and meat export tariffs are
not clear. The access to the labour market will remain an important challenge for
farming and for the hospitality industry, both key players in the Sedbergh economy.

5.27

Businesses of all sizes across all sectors have confirmed that both housing cost and
availability is negatively impacting on their ability to recruit and retain staff. The
limited availability of land combined with a lack of financially viable development
means that delivery of new and affordable homes in national parks is constrained.
There are very few sites available for business growth or relocation and open market
housing is constrained by local occupancy rules which affects any such development
as non-viable financially.

Emerging Opportunities
5.28

The COVID-19 pandemic has meant a significant number of the population working
from home and many companies are seeing this as a more permanent change for
their staff. The emergence of home working is the new normal with new software
supporting the ability to Zoom instead of meet. Requirements from purchasers now
favour houses rather than apartments or flats, office space within homes, superfast
broadband speed, larger gardens and rural locations in market towns and national
parks.

5.29

Another result of the COVID-19 pandemic is how working from home has loosened
people’s ties to their geographical location. Agents report that the big move to the
country is underway in England, with people looking to establish “the good life” in
good time. Consequently, much housing market activity is being driven by working
people who now do not wish to wait until they are close to retirement to achieve a
better work-life balance. The Sedbergh housing market needs to step up in meeting
this demand.

5.30

Given its proximity to larger conurbations the night-time economy is steady and
increases slightly during the main holidays as visitors stay locally. There is a need to
drive the Monday to Thursday market for local hoteliers and restaurant owners as
weekend trade can be buoyant. The leisure offer is an area ripe for strengthening
but needing more steering and investment. The Black Bull refurbishment and
reopening has brought a high quality dine and stay experience, this is a promising
asset to Sedbergh and has received great write-ups in the national press yet at the
same time it is acknowledged that some of the (three) traditional public houses were
struggling. Other successful accommodation providers such as The Malabar and The
Howgills Accommodation are also receiving excellent press coverage, rave reviews
and most importantly, lots of repeat customers. The Malabar, pre-pandemic, were
opening their restaurant to the public at weekends and the popularity of this venture
showed that there is an audience out there should a quality experience be on offer.
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5.31

Sedbergh needs to grow its appeal, quality of offer and place marketing to attract
visitors and encourage those in holiday homes to stay local. The draw to other towns
such as Kirkby Lonsdale and Kirkby Stephen is difficult to rebuff but the challenge is
for Sedbergh to compete. There needs to be a coordinated marketing strategy based
upon extensive market research to promote Sedbergh as a place to live and work and
Sedbergh as a tourist destination. This requires a concise and coordinated marketing
message from all visitor facing businesses, closer working with and support from the
Tourist Boards. Ideally, a decision must be taken on where Sedbergh sits best for
marketing – as part of the Yorkshire Dales or as part of Cumbria, The Lake District.
Location needs to be clear to the visitor, marketing needs to be consistent and wellfunded and not split between agencies.

5.32

A key challenge for Sedbergh is limited access to public transport. Dwindling bus
service timetables have made it more difficult for people to access public services
such as schools or hospital appointments and for employees outwith the town to
travel in for work and the other way for residents to leave for work. This is an issue in
two key areas. Firstly, in education as services that transport pupils to their 16-18
learning establishments are no longer freely available and secondly, for workers who
must travel into Sedbergh if they cannot afford to live locally to their workplace. This
is especially difficult for those working in the hospitality sector as late shifts are
commonplace and there are no buses in the evenings. Sedbergh is well connected to
main arterial routes but the roads can be hazardous in bad weather and this can also
lead to public transport services being cancelled.

5.33

Sedbergh must improve provision for children to help keep and attract families to
the town school. There is a childminder business operating from domestic premises
currently that has announced that they are closing. The town has no day nursery for
0-4 year olds and no wrap around care for children of primary school age. Rectifying
this would provide new employment, a feeder route to the schools and a facility for
working parents to keep children local to their homes. There is a playgroup operating
out of the Children’s Centre in the mornings which is oversubscribed and the preschool nursery adjacent to the primary school operates term time and follows school
hours but it is not sufficient to meet the needs of working parents.

5.34

The lack of education provision for 16-18 years olds affects staying on rates for
Sedbergh youngsters and may affect roll numbers at the secondary school. Surely
Sedbergh could rise to the challenge to provide a solution to stop students needing
to travel to Kendal or Kirkby Lonsdale for their education and learn via another
school or college.

5.35

The town needs to speak with one voice. A collective approach will help Sedbergh to
grasp opportunities, achieve goals and increase the cohesion between the various
groups and organisations in the town. The Sedbergh Economic Group or Parish
Council could exert a more proactive stance over the future direction of the centre
and help to fund more business focussed activities if it meets the needs of the local
economy and is supported by the inhabitants. The Partnership must act to support
the need for more housing within the town to push public authorities to do more on
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matters of transport, planning and business support. When compared to
neighbouring towns on school numbers, jobs, young person retention, number of
businesses and health of high street Sedbergh is not competing and this needs to
change.
5.36

The Parish Council’s responsibilities currently include the market, the public toilets,
green spaces and the car parks and perhaps increasing the precept will help raise
funds to invest in projects and make a positive change. An early win for the Parish
Council would be to pursue a Parish Housing Needs Assessment. The last one was
carried out over decade ago and current need has not been registered or
acknowledged. Such an exercise would help inform the new YDNP Local Plan and
would enable the town to discover for itself the needs for future growth and not rely
on the data coming directly from authorities outwith Sedbergh.

5.37

Sedbergh needs to be in charge of its own destiny and be proactive on initiatives that
will influence key decisions and ultimately support a prosperous sustainable town.
The recent Strategic Housing Market Assessment has shown that unless housing
delivery is increased the town will be in a decline. All organisations and businesses
have to do more to champion the town.

5.38

The Great Place project is a £1.3m scheme in South Lakeland/Craven in Yorkshire
which aims to retain and attract younger people and business to the area by
developing more creative and cultural opportunities, it is funded by The Great Place
Scheme, using funds raised by the National Lottery and is being piloted in 16
locations across England. Whilst Sedbergh will benefit from this project, it is a
necessity, particularly with a large-scale employer in the town, to make sure
Sedbergh is on the radar of more wider sub region activity including projects that
might fit with any potential Lancaster and South Cumbria growth deal bids to central
government. There is room for growth in Sedbergh in house building, business
expansion, business start-up, leisure opportunities, education projects and pressure
must be put on local authorities and public bodies to support development of ‘oven
ready projects’ and the accessing of funds to ensure delivery.

5.39

The town has an important listed building close by, Farfield Mill. The Mill has been
subject to a variety of economic challenges, public and private sector monetary
support and questions over its future. It has the ability and possibility of being a
destination driver, a place where people will flock from miles around but lacks the
commercial prowess and investment it needs in order to deliver. There are buildings
around the Mill that could be bought back in to use as commercial drivers, subject to
planning, examples include farm shop, artisan bakery, spa, brewery, private function
and event space.

5.40

Co-location of public services to a key site in Sedbergh involving CCC, YDNP, Police,
NHS, SLDC and others would help to keep Sedbergh on the radar for public service
support, resource and investment. The YDNP currently has four visitor centres, at
Grassington, Malham, Aysgarth and Reeth but nothing to the west of the Park. A
visitor centre and work base would be ideally situated, perhaps within Farfield Mill.
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Conditions for businesses to thrive in rural areas
For Sedbergh to be economically sustainable it needs to retain its businesses and grow.
Attracting new industries is unlikely but given the setting and residential market,
desirability and affordability it may be able to attract much valued new entrepreneurs
and their families. Building new houses will help secure this.
It is also important to consider opportunities in the region and the potential for towns
like Sedbergh to benefit from this. Growing the numbers of businesses and their
employees in places like Kendal, Penrith and Lancaster can benefit Sedbergh as natural
amenity, heritage and culture are often the key assets which encourage entrepreneurs
and employees to move to these locations.
Having services and the right infrastructure helps appeal to working families and
supports local employers. Provision of early years childcare, wrap-around care and
learning opportunities for older children will help employees to work regular hours and
it supress the need for childcare commuting or reliance on infrequent public transport.
Helping businesses thrive in peripheral rural towns, Powe and Pringle, Civitas 2017
Encouraging tourism should not be the only option for growing the local economy. It is
strongly argued that the following four strategies below should be given at least equal
consideration.
1. Realising the potential within pre-existing businesses - Evidence suggests that
the key source of business growth is likely to come from pre-existing
businesses. Located in peripheral rural areas often for personal reasons
(lifestyle, family, grew up there), local entrepreneurs know their business can
function there and are more likely to be loyal to the area as their firm grows.
2. Enhancing the entrepreneurial culture - The future economic prospects for
peripheral rural towns is likely to depend on local businesses and people with
good ideas need to be encouraged to form and/or grow their business.
3. Tackling remoteness - Although digital connectivity may help compensate for
the remoteness of these towns, there has tended to be a rural deficit within
provision. Improving digital connectivity needs to remain a priority for
peripheral rural towns.
4. Improve the skills of local workforce - One challenge facing peripheral rural
towns is recruiting skilled and professional staff. A combination of re-training
and apprenticeships will make these towns more competitive and help tackle
problems of deprivation.
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Chapter 6 - Conclusions and suggested next steps

6.1

There are plenty of challenges, but a significant number of opportunities exist for
Sedbergh which will help the town continue to thrive. Sedbergh does enjoy a degree
of ‘time on its side’ currently but this will run out within the next five years as state
school numbers drop and house prices further rise. The assessment of housing needs
via a Parish Housing Needs Survey will be a key piece of work.

6.2

The latest push from Sedbergh School for keyworker homes and the planning
application for the allocated site opposite DT Close Garage are positive news for the
town and will help quench the thirst for more housing. Input into the new 2023 Local
Plan is important and a commitment in that plan for more housing and employment
opportunity is key to the future of the town.

6.3

Sedbergh has one of the largest employers in the Dales and District and there needs
to be more reference to the town and an invited presence at any sub-regional growth
deal discussions, economic investments or in initiatives such as Great Place and
community project funding.

6.4

Sedbergh must have early years provision if it wants to attract young people and
working families to move to the area for work and / or to fill any potential new
housing developments. Childcare, school hours and education availability are key
requisites for any family moving into the town and for any businesses looking to
attract workers to the area.

6.5

Wrap around care and the ability to learn locally for the 16-18 age group is important
for keeping education provision in a Sedbergh setting. Children should be able to
learn here and parents encouraged to educate their child locally rather than a
commute away near their place of work. This will be key to supporting the social
aspect of the community with friendships through schooling starting from a young
age.

6.6

There is a great opportunity in the marketing project, delivered by a professional PR
company over the next 12 months working to benefit Sedbergh from an increase in
awareness of the town and hopefully an increase in visitors and tourists. The project
will encourage all marketeers in Sedbergh to work to a common message and will
highlight and promote the special traits, landscapes, eateries and experiences that
the town enjoys. As more UK residents move to holidaying in the UK it is a good time
to be already underway with the project and tourism generally presents a great
economic opportunity for Sedbergh.

6.7

The Sedbergh Economic Group must continue its work on delivery of the Doug
Wheeler action plan, always working together to continue its vision and drive. This
will need the support of the district council and politicians but resource of both time
and money is scarce. Also, the Chamber of Trade need to work collectively to support
each other on business resilience and in new initiatives to support employers in the
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town. There is a need to move away from the traditional norms of Chambers such as
lights and hanging baskets and focus on being a business network, furthering the
interests of its members and advocating more on behalf of the business community
in Sedbergh.
6.8

One area that presents a wild card opportunity is Farfield Mill. Working with a
commercial operator, could really open up the Mill to become a valuable visitor
attraction for the area. Keeping the building with its artisans and crafters alongside
an enterprise of activity, experience and retail could really bring the town’s offering
to life. Examples such as Holmes Mill at Clitheroe run by James’ Places who run other
enterprises and buildings including the Royal Hotel in Kirkby Lonsdale and others
across the Yorkshire Dales and the Ribble Valley.

6.9

To improve and strengthen Sedbergh’s fortunes there needs to be a positive
discussion on development control versus economic development and how the two
can exist together.
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PART TWO - Conferencing and Hospitality Market
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Chapter 7 - Overview

7.1

Sedbergh is well placed to host events, conferences, meetings and other activities.
There are several venues on offer in this attractive small market town, which is set
against a backdrop of the Howgill Fells. The views as you approach the town from the
M6 are stunning.

7.2

There are over 25000 conference and training centres in the England, so competition
is fierce. It is important to provide a quality environment at a competitive price and
to perhaps offer something special to differentiate from other competitors- such as
the stunning environment. Once the offer is good then the marketing and promotion
is the key to success.

7.3

The town has good connectivity being just 5 miles from Junction 37 of the M6
(approx. 10 minutes) and 10 miles (approx. 20 minutes) from Oxenholme (The Lake
District) on the West Coast railway with London just 2.5 hours away and direct trains
reaching Manchester airport in just 90 minutes. The Carlisle to Leeds railway is also
nearby with stations approx. 10 miles away at Garsdale, Dent and Kirkby Stephen.

7.4

The town has bus services which link Sedbergh westwards to Oxenholme, Kendal and
the Lake District National Park, northwards towards Kirkby Stephen and Brough,
southwards to the market town of Kirkby Lonsdale and eastwards towards Garsdale
Railway Station and Hawes and the Yorkshire Dales National Park. National coach
companies such as National Express operate from Kendal to London and local
operators link through to key Lake District hubs including Windermere and
Ambleside.

7.5

To make Sedbergh a successful location for conventions, conferencing and business
hire it would have to compete with other more established local conferencing towns
including Kendal with its good transport links, large array of eateries, hotels and
event venues such as the Town Hall, Kendal College, The Box and The Brewery Arts
Centre, all supported by a good number of car parking spaces.

7.6

The larger conference market is not buoyant presently but should this change then
Sedbergh is well positioned in terms of setting, access, offer and availability. As with
all promotions, there needs to be a concerted push to market and advertise
Sedbergh as a destination for business use, functions and conferencing.

7.7

The key objective should be to put Sedbergh, the venues, the accommodation and
the range of opportunities in-front of event management businesses. Companies
such as Keswick-based CBA Events specialise in putting forward bespoke packaged
events, courses and venues to corporate clients, some of these options could
include Sedbergh.

7.8

Business now look to smaller team building and mentoring workshops and trips
rather than larger scale corporate away days at city-based hotels. Several corporate
customers are booking with Sedbergh establishments to run team building and
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management courses in this type of natural and rewarding environment. The smaller
bespoke offer means events can be tailored to suit individual needs. Asda and
Ladbrokes Coral are businesses that have already accessed Sedbergh-based facilities
for management training and business events.
7.9

Sedbergh has the significant capacity to develop and promote further tourism
opportunities to entice visitors to the area to spend and stay. New visitors and repeat
visitors can be targeted with a variety of enticements covering events and festivals,
quality accommodation, dining experiences and outdoor pursuits. One of the areas to
exploit is to promote Sedbergh as a stopping off point, a place to stay on the way to
another event or city, such as Celtic Connections, the Edinburgh Festival or the Great
North Swim.

7.10

Sedbergh is an ideal location for an expansion to the current provision of health and
well-being breaks such as retreats, yoga workshops, mindfulness coaching and spa
days. Emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic, Sedbergh will be well placed to attract
visitors keen to be in a pretty rural location, away from the busy hotspots in the
Lakes or Dales.

7.11

There is a proven market for event-led tourism such as food festivals, artisan trade
events, even wedding fayres, especially for rural market towns in picturesque
locations. For wedding activities, Sedbergh School would need to ensure that the
Chapel and venues are listed on all the main bridal websites as currently Sedbergh
has no listings. It would also provide a good PR opportunity to feature Sedbergh in
the bridal press.

Wedding at Peoples Hall
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Chapter 8 - Amenities and facilities audit

Key points
110 permanent car parking spaces
13 amenity buildings for hire
407 bed spaces locally
1350 more bed spaces within 20 mins
80 covers available in largest restaurant
900 max capacity for largest venue
Capacity for growth of tourism market

8.1

Sedbergh is well placed to run small conferences, exhibitions, events and shows.
There are already has several venues in use for conferences, talks, event hosting and
training sessions. These range in size from 10 persons through to 250 persons.

8.2

Sedbergh currently only has 110 pay and display car parking spaces available across
two car parks, of those all are long -stay and can get full quickly. There are
information maps and fingerposts to help guide the visitor. Parking is currently
charging at £1 per hour. Significantly a missed opportunity exists as there are no
facilities for electric charging or motorhome parking.

8.3

A full audit of the accommodation currently advertising in Sedbergh reveals there are
407 bed spaces across 182 rooms available in Sedbergh for visitors. These
compromise of Hotels, Inns, Guest Houses, holiday cottages, Airbnb, bunk barns and
apartments. This number excludes holiday caravans and touring sites. A full list can
be found in the appendices.

8.4

In the serviced sector there are 140 bed spaces available across 69 rooms in 9
inspected hotels, bed and breakfasts and guest houses. The larger establishments in
Sedbergh include Black Bull Inn which has 18 rooms, Howgill House with 12 rooms,
Dalesman Inn with 5 rooms and Thorns Hall with 25 rooms.

8.5

A further 52 self-catering cottages, houses and apartments are publicly available for
hire via a variety of websites such as Airbnb and TripAdvisor. These private holiday
lettings represent a further 267 bed spaces across 113 rooms. Furthermore, within a
10-mile radius is the town of Kendal with a further 1250 bed spaces - an abundance
of accommodation available locally.
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8.6

In the Sedbergh area there are external catering companies who can cater for up to
400 people with a 3-course meal for an awards evening or a buffet lunch for a
conference. This level enables larger spaces to come into play as conference or event
venues such as the Hirst Centre at Sedbergh School. For a sit-down evening meal, the
largest restaurant in Sedbergh is at the Black Bull Inn with 80 covers.

8.7

There is an opportunity for larger scale events where additional bed spaces are
required to link up with other operators in nearby towns. One example is the 99room Castle Green Hotel in Kendal who have indicated their interest in such a
venture and can cater for 250 people and provide transportation. The Castle Green is
already recognised an excellent conference and accommodation venue in the north
west and is well placed, near to Oxenholme station on the West Coast Mainline.

8.8

Within Sedbergh, various facilities are available for use for small scale and larger
scale conferencing. There are specialist smaller operators who provide
accommodation and food for the business / leisure-led retreats including The
Malabar and Howgill Barn. Sedbergh has several outside catering companies that
work locally to the area who can cater for up to 300 people.

8.9

There are several establishments in Sedbergh that can accommodate functions, talks,
events and meetings. The largest of these is the Hirst Centre at Sedbergh School
which can accommodate 900 conference style and 500 cabaret style. The popular
Peoples Hall can host in excess of 200 and is often used for talks, community events,
roadshows and fairs.
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8.10

Below is a list of facilities which are available for hire. They vary in terms of size,
equipment and availability.
Name
Medical Centre
Sedbergh Library
Parish Rooms
Peoples Hall
Gladstone House
Powell Hall
Cornerstone Chapel
St Andrew’s Church
White Hart
Farfield Mill
Golf Club
Settlebeck School
Old Grammar School
Hirst Centre
Howgill Barn

Capacity
Meeting
40
10
12
30
20
30
20
40
30
20
30
40

Theatre
40
20
20
200
40
300
150
250
150
40
200
45
900
80

Cabaret
20
10
130
20
200
120
450
40

1) Sedbergh Medical Centre, Station Road, Sedbergh. Two meeting rooms are
available for hire, suitable for small conferences, meetings and training for up to
40 people. A separate IT learning suite is available for up to 20 persons. Car
parking is available.
2) Sedbergh Library, Main Street, Sedbergh. A small meeting room is available for
hire and there is exhibition space.
3) Sedbergh Community Trust, 72a Main Street. Parish rooms are available for hire
for up to 12 people and there is exhibition space.
4) Sedbergh Peoples Hall, Howgill Lane, Sedbergh. A large hall with stage catering
for up to 200 people theatre style, 130 cabaret style, meeting rooms, community
gym and car parking. Suitable for small and large events, film showing,
community activities, functions, training and small conferences, includes
exhibition space.
5) Gladstone House, Fell Close, Sedbergh. This venue is set within an older persons
facility and is used for talks, events and community activities for up to 40.
6) Queens Hall and Powell Hall, Busk Lane, Sedbergh. This traditional school
assembly hall, in a grade II listed building, is used for functions, concerts, events
and community activities. It can hold up to 300 people, 200 in a cabaret style.
Queens Hall also has a bar available.
7) Cornerstone Community Chapel, New Street, Sedbergh. The former Methodist
Chapel can seat 150 persons and is used for services, exhibitions and coffee
mornings.
8) St Andrews Church, Main Street, Sedbergh. The Church is used for exhibitions,
events and coffee mornings and is a popular meeting place. It can seat over 250
persons and has a screen and projector.
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9) White Hart Sports and Social Club, 31 Main Street, Sedbergh. The public house
has an upstairs function room which caters for up to 150 persons and is popular
for functions and community activities. It also has a meeting room available for
hire.
10) Farfield Mill, Garsdale Road, nr Sedbergh. The Mill is already used for retail and
exhibition purposes. It has significant space for events, conferences and
meetings and there is a sizeable coffee shop downstairs and a hireable meeting
room for up to 40.
11) Golf Club, Sedbergh. The Golf Club has a large function room and is popular with
events and functions and caters for up to 120 people. Car parking is available.
12) Settlebeck School Academy, Sedbergh. The school allow their main hall to be
hired for events, talks and community activities. It can hold up to 200 persons.
13) The Hirst Centre, Back Lane, Sedbergh. This new sports hall has a hospitality bar
and two studio rooms alongside a large hall which can hold up to 900 persons
theatre style.
14) Howgill Barn, Sedbergh. The main barn hall seats 80 people theatre style and is
licensed for civil ceremonies. It also is available for training days and meetings
and has facilities for 40 persons. Car parking is available on site.
15) Sedbergh School Library, Busk Lane, Sedbergh. The beautiful old library is
occasionally available for meetings of up to 20 persons, catering is available.
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What event organisers are looking for…
When choosing a venue size matters and so too does location. Often the size of the
conference will be the starting point when choosing a venue. Whether an AGM requiring
a large lecture theatre or a small workshop needing a few meeting rooms, the space
requirements of the event is often the first variable when it comes to a good conference
venue.
Some business led events and conferences attract visitors from across the world, so a
venue that can cater for an international as well as national and regional audience is
becoming a key priority for some organisers. A conference venue that is easily accessible
and in a good location is often the deciding factor, so good transport links are a
necessity. Sedbergh needs to increase its provision for car parking. There are two small
car parks currently and more spaces are needed to attract more events, functions,
activities and conferences.
Attracting delegates with a knock-out venue is a good tactic when planning a conference.
While the speakers and content are crucial to the event’s success, an interesting or
quirky venue will also add to the conference’s appeal. An array of venue options for
Sedbergh could match the hirer’s requirements for a venue that suits the outdoors
theme for example or perhaps venues with a lot of history will give a feeling of substance
and authority.
An extra component that it is becoming increasingly essential for a good conference
venue is technology. With the rise of the mobile workforce and the need to stay
connected while on the move, the technology requirements for events and meetings
have evolved. Video conferencing facilities and social media packages will most likely
become a pre-requisite for organisers looking to extend the reach of their event to a
wider audience. Coupled with this, robust Wi-Fi throughout the venue can bolster this
kind of offering, all Sedbergh venues currently marketed have this capacity.
A combination of elements adds to a good conference venue and positive customer
service is key from initial enquiry to post event follow up. Given the rural location of
Sedbergh then repeat customer trade could be a key driver.
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Chapter 9 - Tourism opportunities

Know your Tourism Assets
Knowing how to identify and promote any destination’s unique assets is an
important requirement to increase tourism in an area. As a rule of thumb there
are eight different asset areas to help identify the unique elements of a place,
some may crossover.
Architecture – Convey the story of a place in structures.
In Sedbergh this could be the Grade 1 listed St. Andrew’s Church, The Old
Grammar School, Farfield Mill, Marshall House
Art – local art resources – from people to places to events.
e.g. Farfield Mill artist colony, the weaving shop, farmers market
Commerce – Assess businesses that the town is known for.
Farmers markets, second-hand bookshops, Bath House, Malabar and Sedbergh
Soap Company
Cuisine – Tell the story of Sedbergh through its local cuisine.
examples: The Black Bull, bakeries, Three Hares, butchers, the sweetie shop
Customs – List the town’s local events and unique things to do.
Sedbergh examples: Sedbergh gala day, cricket festival, cycling trails, food
festival, Wilson Run
Geography – Assess natural landmarks, scenic attractions, nature.
Examples include: Cautley Spout, The Howgills, Dentdale, Dales Way, confluence
of rivers
History – Outline the history of the town.
e.g.: Queens Gardens, Sedbergh School, Castlehaw, Brigflatts and Quakerism,
Farfield Mill, agriculture, ancient trade routes,
People – Assess the influence of notable figures in the town.
Such as: Alfred Wainwright, Adam Sedgwick, Will Carling, Roger Lupton, George
Fox

9.1

Tourism opportunity exists within Sedbergh. It is important that work on attracting
visitors is co-ordinated. Other tourism opportunities exist for specific buildings such
Know your Tourism Assets
as the Hirst Centre and this is covered in a future chapter. With any tourism
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Book Town
9.2

In order to maximise visits, bookings and repeat visitors it is best to start with more
exposure for Sedbergh the Book Town. This is something already associated with
Sedbergh, it has often worked in peaks and troughs and is definitely in the latter at
the moment. However, with the impact of COVID-19 and the move to staycation and
interest-based holidays it presents an opportunity for growth and exploitation.

9.3

There are a series of channels that can be pursued with connections being made into
the Publishers Association, writers guilds and publishing houses to try and get on the
promotional tours for authors and fans. There is mileage in working with larger
literary events and putting Sedbergh forward as a partner location or spin-off to
these popular existing festivals. These would include Hay Festival or Edinburgh
Literary Festival, Boswell Festival, Hexham Book Festival and the Cheltenham Literary
Festival.

9.4

Putting on a calendar of Book Town themed events will bring in regular visitors and
work collectively as a town to promote better to publishing houses to get an author
to speak about their book at launch or a BBC radio station to host a talk/ lecture/
programme. Working with Sedbergh School or Lancaster University could see visiting
professors, visiting authors, visiting researchers willing to offer ‘an audience with’.

Location filming
9.5

Sedbergh with its conservation areas, listed buildings, narrow streets and ginnels and
impressive backdrop would make an excellent location for filming. Sedbergh should
be listed with Creative England and local groups to liaise with or invite film
companies and production companies to scout the surroundings. Recent examples
locally of successful location dramas are Jamaica Inn at Kirkby Lonsdale, Safehouse at
Coniston Water and the new series of All Creatures Great and Small in the Yorkshire
Dales at Grassington. Indoor locations, such as Powell Hall, could suit the Antiques
Roadshow and some of the local farms could help host Springwatch. Locations for
films and television are immensely popular with visitors.

History
9.6

The historic environment means that rural and urban planning practitioners can be
encouraged to visit to observe and to use Sedbergh as a backdrop to an event from a
specialist organisation such as Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI), English Heritage,
Historic England, Institute of Historic Building Conservation, Churches Conservation
Trust or Landmark Trust. These organisations often run courses or overnight field
trips to consider local vernacular and planning policies.

9.7

Furthermore, Farfield Mill is well placed to provide a platform for a series of spin off
events, trade fairs, experiences, textile related festivals and craft fairs. The crafting
industry is huge in the UK and there are many people who travel far to visit and sell
at an event. There could be an opportunity to link with a venue in Sedbergh to
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present or host a trade event should suitable space or visitor parking not be available
at the Mill site.
Escapism from 9-5
9.8

A growth area for tourism going forward is Health and Wellbeing. Sedbergh is
positioned well for retreats, spa days, relaxation and artist workshops. The town suits
smaller specialist conferences, small coaching sessions, professional retreats,
management style courses and training. The close proximity of the town to the M6
(connectivity) and the landscape in which it sits lend themselves to a positive creative
atmosphere. The ability to sell the area as less busy than the popular Lakes hotspots
will be a positive one, especially to those looking for escapism. The Yorkshire Dales is
a well-established brand and alongside The Lake District it should be helpful to
promoting Sedbergh as a place which enjoys easy access to both.

Environment
9.9

The stunning environment around Sedbergh should be enough to pull people in but
more needs to be done to promote the area. It falls between Cumbria Tourism, the
YDNP and Welcome to Yorkshire and it needs to be owned and championed by one.

9.10

There are some outdoor adventure businesses in the region but there is much
capacity in the Sedbergh area for more. Businesses like these benefit the local supply
chain as well as the visitor facing businesses of accommodation and hospitality.
Country sports are popular such as mountain biking trails and competition. Finding
an appropriate site for a larger scale operation, for an example, Glentress, just
outside Peebles, would create a regional/ national visitor attraction both respecting
the environment and supporting local accommodation providers and growing the
existing visitor economy.

9.11

The Dark Skies movement, the events and festivals around this lends itself well to
Sedbergh. An astronomy conference and another dark skies festival should be
encouraged and would bring in new visitors. Links could be made to the observatory
at Kielder to host events or work alongside CPRE on activities which could attract
overnight visitors. Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) are currently
championing the need for darker skies to help reclaim natural patterns for wildlife.

Management destination
9.12

For many years, companies have used various low-key activities such as board games
or bingo to bring fun to the office, relieve some stress and get employees using their
brains to solve different types of puzzles. Corporate away day activities have taken
this approach further, taking employees away from the office into new surroundings,
and allowing individuals to gather and enjoy a range of pursuits in a low-pressure
environment.

9.13

There are companies in and around Sedbergh that have embraced corporate and
business tourism and deliver it well, now there is room to accommodate more. There
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is a current trend for small management courses which use the environment, offer
retreats, thought leadership events, use outdoor learning, offer mindfulness and
deliver leadership coaching. Companies specialise in finding venues and locations to
deliver successful management and corporate activities so the opportunity to
promote Sedbergh, with its dramatic fells, quality accommodation and great food
offer, as a key place for delivery, is there for the taking.
Agriculture
9.14

Agriculture is big business and the rural auction market at J36 is awash with activity,
sales, training, events, shows and conferences. A link must be made to market
Sedbergh as a spin-off location, perhaps specialising in something that cannot be
accommodated at the M6 J36 site. It may be a rare breeds meeting, a farmers
network social event, a session on rural crime issues or small-scale farming
competitions. There could be room also for an agricultural show, Sedbergh does not
have one on its calendar and enjoys a popular sheep show at nearby Moorcock, but
there is scope for an industry-based event to draw in the crowds e.g. sheepdog trials,
stone-walling, livestock shows.

Food and Drink
9.15

The Yorkshire Dales, Cumbria and North Yorkshire is an area associated with lifestyle,
space, environment and quality food and drink. It is home to hundreds of food
producers and quality hospitality businesses. The food and drink business is ever
more focussed on quality, provenance and backstory. Sedbergh’s artisan markets
should grow and be encouraged. Sedbergh needs more of its producers on the food
trail maps. There are several farmers markets, artisan fairs, local produce and
handcraft markets that run in neighbouring towns and villages but there is scope to
host more larger scale foodie events which can attract 000s over a weekend or
established business to business trade shows for the food and drink sector. The Hirst
Centre would make an excellent base for a large artisan food and drink event,
supporting local businesses and bringing in many visitors.

Conventions
9.16

Sedbergh should be packaged and sold as a venue option to the numerous
organisations and associations across the country. This should be done with a
professional venue finding service or via event management companies. With a good
number of bed spaces and many more nearby in Kendal the area would suit for local,
regional or national events. (See separate chapter for The Hirst Centre)

9.17

There are a variety of groups such as the Ramblers, the Girl Guide Association and
others who could choose Sedbergh as an ideal location for a convention or regional
meeting. Should additional accommodation be available via the School boarding
houses then opportunities are endless. Links should also be made existing events and
conventions such as Comic Art, Lake District Summer Music and others to encourage
organisers to think of Sedbergh as a location option for part of its programme.
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Cycling and Walking
9.18

Cycling tourism is a key area for Sedbergh to embrace. In 2015 the Adventure Cycling
Association estimates that in the UK, leisure and tourism cycling on the National
Cycle Network supports over 15,000 jobs and directly contributes £650 million to the
economy each year, based on a daily spend of £7 per day by a cyclist. There is an
opportunity to build on the already growing market of cycling tourism and push
Sedbergh, with its quiet roads and stunning scenery, as the go-to destination for
family and adventure cycling. Most types of cycling tourism fall under the following
categories and can include road, gravel and mountain biking:
•

•

•
•

Bicycle travel/touring- organised, multi-day bicycle tours such as national
cycleway routes, coast to coasts, Lakes and Dales loop, overnight operator like
Skedaddle who organise touring routes, long distance trails,
Events- organised or sponsored rides, tours, and races including Tour de
Yorkshire, white rose classic, sportives, time trials, tri-athlons, cycling related
talks and workshops, national team training camps.
Destination riding: Rides centred around a destination or niche attraction such as
the Howgills, links to the sustainable travel initiative with Go Lakes,
Day rides and urban cycling: Often spontaneous day tours of local/urban
attractions and examples: local routes, cycle and cake stops, urban brewery
tours, leisure routes,

9.19

The infrastructure to support this type of tourism would need to include availability
of route maps, cycling signage, electric charging points, cafes, holiday
accommodation and repair shops. The two tourist boards, Cumbria Tourism and
Welcome to Yorkshire both feature Cycling Tourism in their destination management
plans and support for Sedbergh could be forthcoming. It would be wonderful for
Sedbergh and the Howgills to embrace and support an initiative like 7Stanes in the
Scottish Borders, a real visitor driver.

9.20

Walking in the Howgills, along the Dales Way and following trails and rights of way is
a popular pursuit in Sedbergh. Multi-day hikes are also gaining significant traction in
tourist destinations. This is a good way to showcase the natural beauty of a place and
meets the growing demand for staying active while away. Such ecotourism can be a
real boost for local economies and the environment. The town’s largest hotel, Thorns
Hall, operates a series of walking holidays nearby and it remains a growth area that
can be further promoted by marketeers, tourist boards and local hospitality
businesses.

Visitor supply
9.21

Sedbergh should link into visitor number opportunities presented by existing festivals
in the region and offer the role of being a host or twin venue. Local festivals and
events already well established and well supported include Comic Art Festival, Kendal
Mountain Festival, Kendal Poetry Festival (for a literary link with booktown), Lake
District Summer Music, Taste Cumbria events and the Classic Vehicle Show. All these
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events have undertaken economic impact assessments and the benefits to the area
are significant in terms of international visits and visitor spend.
9.22

Further afield, the Edinburgh Festival runs every year in August and includes the
Fringe, the International Festival and the International Book Festival. 250,000 travel
there each year to see events, performances, displays, shows and even fireworks.
Sedbergh is in a good place geographically to benefit as a place for visitors to stop on
their way or way back. It could market itself as a place to road-test shows, a trial and
error stop for artists. Visiting performers could be approached to stop in Sedbergh on
the way and gauge public opinion, there is sufficient space in the Hirst Centre to host
artists in the round or theatre style. By becoming the stopping off point for Fringegoers, or any other major Scottish festivals, it could provide a boost for venue
bookings and visitors numbers.

9.23

Coach trips from Morecambe currently visit Sedbergh but many more coach
operators travel not far from the town. There are 000s of coaches that visit the Lakes
and Dales and a package is needed that can be sold to coach companies or coach
drivers to encourage a stop or tour of the area. The package will need to include
sufficient parking and access and also a driver relaxation point for refreshment. The
local tourist boards and district councils used to provide coach guides and market the
various towns and villages to operators but sadly this has now ceased as an activity
and perhaps it is something for Sedbergh to now take on.

9.24

Non-scheduled coach travel can be used to help sustain towns like Sedbergh,
especially in the quieter months. Location decisions are taken at a varying level, often
by the driver. The market sees over 4 million coach tour holidays and 36 million day
trips on coaches, including international visitors and this provides a spend of over
£1bn nationally. A small corner of the Yorkshire Dales needs to work harder to access
some of this spend and it could help to sustain hospitality establishments along with
the weekly/ monthly markets during the full calendar year and not just when the sun
shines.

9.25

There are lots of ways to develop conference and business tourism alongside leisureled tourism. Staycations in the UK are growing, more so because of COVID-19, and
there is a plethora of areas and themes that Sedbergh could use to entice visitors. In
time, larger scale conferences will bring numbers but similarly more coach trips,
cycling and walking visits, foodie events and even regular heritage trail talks will help
to generate positive experiences and bring in new and repeat visitors.

9.26

In summary, Sedbergh has its own unique identity. It won’t ever be a mass market
destination, over-run by visitors, yet it has capacity and ability to build up its reach
and entice more visitors whilst maintaining its charm. The offer that works for
Sedbergh is about experiencing quality; the historic built environment, quality
hospitality establishments, food provenance and all within a beautiful setting.
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Chapter 10 - Future infrastructure needs

Future development must haves…
There are basic services that visitors will expect to be able to get in a town.
Most of these are also required by residents, and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

getting fuel for their cars (Diesel, petrol and electric)
buying provisions from a supermarket and chemist
withdrawing cash from an ATM
accessing public toilets
sourcing relevant tourism information
finding a doctor or dentist
finding a mechanic

If the town is in an area that has a reputation for outdoor activities, e.g.
walking, fishing, sailing, cycling, visitors will also expect to find support
services for these activities within the town.
Finally, visitors also need to be and feel safe in a town, with attention paid
to adequate lighting and minimising anti-social behaviour in the town

10.1

10.2

10.3

Future development must haves…
To support growth and marketing of Sedbergh to the visitor and/ or conference
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To support the overnight visitor market Sedbergh could introduce an area for free
(pre-booked) overnight Motorhome parking. This has worked effectively in other
market towns to benefit local businesses and the high street. This helps to keep
parking options flexible to all visitors, not just those in cars.
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10.4

EV Tourism is a new aspect to marketing the town. Drivers of electric vehicles plan
their routes around the availability of charging stations so installing some would
enhance the offering in Sedbergh to encourage electric vehicle owners to visit as a
destination of choice.

10.5

If fast-charging points were installed, a driver would know their vehicle would be fully
charged in 45 minutes and would be happy to walk around the town centre in the
meantime, browsing shops and contributing to local businesses. If a slower rate of
charge was available then tourists could have designated parking bays for overnight
stays in various locations around the town. Electric charge points are now a must as
government policies point to no vehicle emissions by 2035.

10.6

Sedbergh enjoys a small number of package and stay accommodation. The Howgill
Barn is a good example of package and stay and has recently enjoyed Ladbrokes
Coral and ASDA as corporate clients. The Howgills accommodation business is
expanding and a new country house venue is opening soon opposite Farfield Mill.
The Malabar provides quiet escapism style weekends and is set to promote themed
weekends including yoga and water colours. The business has now started to serve
evening meals for guests and they currently run a successful once a month Indian
supper dining experience for 24 covers and this is to be expanded to weekly this year.
Nationally this is a growing area with clients willing to pay more for exclusivity and
well-being themed breaks.

10.7

Sedbergh needs to get on the radar of event organisers and hospitality forums and
organisations both regionally and nationally. The Lake District brand is on its
doorstep and this has to be utilised. There is insufficient Sedbergh presence currently
and no business champion as a member. Membership should be taken of key groups
such as the Japan Forum and China Forum (overseas parents link) to market the
place and the offer. Most importantly the champion needs to push Sedbergh under
the noses of influencers, social media bloggers, travel writers and more traditional
publications such as the English Experience brochure, Conde Nast, Harpers Bazaar
and online rural retreat/ boutique hotel promoters.

10.8

Working with existing operators it would be useful to hear what areas businesses
think need addressing. Working alongside the highways teams, district council and
tourist boards begin to identify issues and solutions which would help businesses to
thrive and to entice visitors to come.

10.9

Opportunity exists for increasing tourism market share from long-standing industry
and/ or public events by working with existing events and festivals, organisers and
business destinations. Examples of this include the key events in the Lakes area and
those further along the road such as Celtic Connections, the Fringe, the Food and
Drink shows and the large agriculture-led shows.

10.10 The booktown and the outdoor pursuits areas will be the growth markets for
Sedbergh if enough resource and support are given. An increase in tourism for
Sedbergh would boost economic impact and provide much needed revenue to cafes,
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accommodation providers, the market and the high street whilst helping to extend to
the main tourism season.
10.11 Sedbergh School continues to play its part with the continuation of cricket festivals,
alumni events, summer schools and making available the Hirst Centre. An extension
to the accommodation offer by the refurbishment and upgrade of boarding houses
would be the icing on the cake. A classic example of a business that successfully
invested in its accommodation to appeal further is the Youth Hostel Association.
10.12 Further opportunities for The Hirst Centre to increase hire and grow the local visitor
economy via activities such as literary events, education conferences, photography
exhibitions, food and drink shows, cycling trade events, outdoor education expos and
science residentials are explored in the next chapter.
10.13 In conclusion, Sedbergh tourism is a growth area, the rural escapism agenda is one
that is growing post-COVID 19 and it is important that Sedbergh embrace this new
opportunity. It needs co-ordinated activities and promotion which is fully supported
by both the business communities and the public sector agencies.
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Chapter 11 - Growing the hire opportunities for the Hirst Centre

11.1

The Hirst Centre is a new £3.5m multi-purpose sports hall. Covering 2,000 square
metres, this large facility houses a variety of sports, including basketball, badminton,
netball, volleyball, indoor cricket and 5-a-side football. In addition, changing facilities,
two studios, a gym, hospitality suite and an office are included.

11.2

The centre is an excellent facility, opened in 2018 and used by national teams for
training camps and by regional teams for competition such as netball. There is plenty
of opportunity for more usage providing timetabling conflicts can be avoided. It is a
fantastic local space and it could be a bigger asset than it currently is.

Business activities
11.3

There is limited evidence on the scale and value of business tourism in Cumbria,
however it is likely to be modest compared to other tourism segments. It consists of
three market segments:
i. Business tourism in hotels/meeting venues catering for local business activity that
take place in the area (either now or in the future)
ii. Where Sedbergh/ The Lakes/ The Dales is a venue for regional, national or
international conferences, events, meetings – the market will be limited due to
Cumbria’s location.
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iii. A specific market for management development/team building activities linked to
outdoors activity and the peace and contemplation of the scenery in the area.
11.4

The Hirst Centre has a hospitality area within the facility, a good space with views
over the sports hall and the external rugby pitches. The room is light and airy with a
well-stocked bar and coffee machine. It can be accessed without going through the
sports hall so could work well for private hire for meetings, training events, coaching
sessions and management courses.

11.5

Locally, it would also be a good independent venue for the local Chamber of Trade to
meet or perhaps host an SLDC cabinet meeting and it provides ideal space for
business learning, trade events, meetings, training days, issue-based talks with
businesses or service contractors etc.

11.6

The hall has good acoustics and excellent seating systems that provide for a large
lecture hall space which can apply to any sector, not just education. One area of
opportunity to help revive the town’s ambitions of Booktown is by making the Hirst
Centre the central host of literary events, writers conferences, author talks,
development courses, book sales and publisher festivals.

11.7

The centre provides a useful venue away from other school buildings especially as a
meeting place for other education establishments to come and hire perhaps for a
sports day, large-scale lecture delivery or as a training venue for an away day or
learning weekend. Education conferences such as ‘Inspiring Leadership’, science
lectures, rural network conferences and business leadership events are popular and
some event organisers are now looking for new venues outwith the usual city
centres. The link to international learning communities could provide additional
booking potential and Sedbergh could put itself forward for such events with the
proviso that accommodation requirements and travel continuation needs are met.

11.8

There is a large network of business-led learning across the world and an abundance
of leadership conferences, TED talks, business lectures and mentoring courses. The
county is lacking a recognised business space in the east away from the usual
colleges, council buildings or energy coast for coaching /mentoring and for
businesses to learn from each other. Cumbria Coaching Network is one group that
regularly looks for new venues to meet for training needs. Perhaps there is an
opportunity to link with the Business School at Lancaster University, under the
umbrella of the Growth Deal work, and push Sedbergh as a potential partner in
location options.

Health
11.9

The centre is about fitness and health. There is an opportunity to link to the local
NHS Trust to try and encourage the use of the facility to benefit local health.
Examples could include health promotions, wellbeing days, mind, body and spirit
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conventions and the Hirst Centre could also be a venue for local NHS Blood Donor
sessions.
11.10 The Hirst Centre houses an excellent professional gym. This state-of-the-art facility
could be made available for membership use by parents associated with the school
who may wish to access some of the facilities during their visits to the town. The
town has a small community gym in the local People’s Hall which provides a good
service and is popular but is not at the same level as a private members gym in terms
of equipment quality, numbers of machines and ambiance.
11.11 Access to the gym is possible when the main sports hall is in use, this provides a good
amount of time available for use by members supplying new income potential.
Sport activities
11.12 The quality of the equipment at the Hirst Centre would lend itself well for use by
professional sportspersons such as visiting sports teams as part of a training
weekend package. It could be hired by sport-related businesses such as physios,
personal trainers or fitness instructors. A link with accommodation businesses within
the town should be explored for hiring out the gym to staying guests for a retreat
weekend or a fitness camp.
11.13 Training camps for cyclists, athletes, team sports such as rugby, cricket and football
should be encouraged either en route to somewhere else or as a destination in itself.
The accommodation available in Sedbergh is suitable to cater for professional stays.
The centre is already been used for regional sports competitions such as Netball so
has a track record to build on.
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11.14 Short mat bowls is a sport that is not currently available to Sedbergh residents and
the space in the Hall would provide the town residents with the opportunity to enjoy
this social type of sport. For other regular hire, ballroom dancing is very popular and
weekly classes for varying abilities would serve the town and the Centre well. Should
these operate at other places in the town or in neighbouring towns then one-off
yearly dance competitions, large-scale dance gatherings or dance show could work at
the Hirst Centre. Badminton, indoor tennis and indoor bowls, together with the usual
local network of fitness activities of keep fit, aerobics, Pilates, yoga, boxercise, ballet
and others could all assist with generating regular income subject to school
timetabling.
Opportunities for conferences, exhibitions and industry gatherings
11.15 The most common conferences and conventions are based upon industry,
profession, and fandom. Trade conventions typically focus on a sector and feature
keynote speakers, exhibitor displays and activities of interest to attendees.
Professional conferences focus on issues of concern along with advancements
related to the profession. Such gatherings are generally organised by societies or
communities dedicated to promoting their field. Fan conventions usually feature
displays, shows, and sales based on pop culture and guest celebrities. The Hirst
Centre with its bar area, floor space and staged seating options would make an ideal
convention host, an ideal venue to discuss common interest.
11.16 The Hirst Centre would also be well placed for larger black-tie award evenings
including Cumbria Chamber Partners Dinner, Charity Ball nights and industry awards
such as the Cumbria Tourism Awards. Cumbria’s tourism businesses drive a visitor
economy worth £3 billion and the Cumbria Tourism Awards is held annually to
reward excellence and innovation within tourism businesses; in 2019 The Black Bull
in Sedbergh won an award. Eligible winners of certain categories automatically enter
the VisitEngland Awards for Excellence for the chance to gain national recognition.
The current location for the last few years has been a marquee at Cartmel
Racecourse as the only venue that can cater for and hold 450 people cabaret style.
Hosting such an event would enable Sedbergh to be showcased and to remind
businesses and marketeers that Sedbergh is within Cumbria and should be included
as a recommended destination for guests and sightseers.
11.17 As previously documented, there is an opportunity to link up with other operators in
nearby towns, when hosting larger scale events where additional bed spaces are
required. One example is the 99-room Castle Green Hotel in Kendal who have
indicated their interest in such a venture and would provide transportation. The
Castle Green is unable to host a conference for more than 250 persons but is
recognised as a large quality accommodation venue in the north west and is well
placed, near to Oxenholme station on the West Coast Mainline.
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11.18 A sector that Sedbergh could promote more is agribusiness. The area has many
people employed in agriculture and associated industries and there are a number of
organisations which meet regularly. The venues across Sedbergh could provide a
meeting place for Farm Buying Groups (Co-operatives), Rough Fell Sheep Breeders
Association, Young Farmers, Women in Farming, Farmers and Retail Markets
Association (FARMA), local NFU and the Dales Farmer Network. There are numerous
other associations and network groups within a 25-mile radius who could be
potential clientele.
11.19 Environment and rural community organisations are another area that often meets
for conferences or training days. Potential clients could include the Rural Network,
Community Councils, the National Trust, Country Land and Business Association
(CLA), Association of Dairy Farmers, FARMA, The Ramblers, wildlife associations and
environmental businesses. The Hirst Centre should be promoted as a venue to public
sector organisations such as DEFRA, National Park conventions, Natural England
Environment Agency, Rural Payment Agency and local operations of County and
District Councils.
A space for events and expos
11.20 Sedbergh is in a region famed for a lovely environment and quality food and drink. It
is home to hundreds of food producers and quality hospitality businesses. There are
several farmer and local produce markets and handicraft events operating across the
counties but not many large-scale food events which can attract significant visitor
numbers over a weekend.
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11.21 The Hirst Centre would make a good space for an indoor ticketed food and drink
festival, one marketed to the Yorkshire Dales visitors and to the Lake District market.
The food offer and the number of local producers in a 50 miles radius offers real
potential from across the region. The annual food festival at Stonyhurst College and
at Skipton for example, attracts thousands of people. A link with the organisers at
Yorkshire Dales Food and Drink Festival or the midlands-based industry facing Farm
Shop and Deli Show could pave the way for a spin off. There are various organisations
that run these types of events indoors such as The Great British Food Festival, Crafty
Vintage, Food Festivals Ltd, Market Square Group and Hopeful and Glorious, all could
be encouraged to consider this new venue. There are other growing niche areas for
food lovers to explore including real ales, the vegan market and the food-to-go
sector.
11.22 Cycling festivals or events for keen cyclists and traders would be another area that
could be hosted in the Centre. There are numerous cycling groups, businesses,
manufacturers, trail co-ordinators and package holiday operators that could come
together at a large venue, host an industry fair and generate a good number of
visitors. Sedbergh is an excellent place for cycling and well placed for the cycling
opportunities marketed by both national parks.
11.23 Another leisure sector opportunity for Sedbergh School to host would be an outdoor
expo for visitors and traders linking in with camping, walking, climbing and running.
There is a national Outdoor Expo Show at the NEC each year which focuses on an
active outdoor lifestyle supporting health and wellbeing. Kendal Mountain Festival is
a partner in the national show and a regional spin off could place Sedbergh in a good
position. If the School can host county cricket matches to large audiences and
manage the logistics of many visitors and their vehicles then it is well placed to host
shows like these. There are companies that can be approached to consider using
Sedbergh as a venue such as Racoon Events who organise the Expo and other
national exhibitions. The outdoor leisure market is growing, especially following on
from recent events and a rural location could be a good selling point.
11.24 Sedbergh School could pitch to an organisation like Welcome to Yorkshire to host a
tourism day for businesses, a sector-led event perhaps concentrating on how to
attract visitors into the area that might well have chosen a holiday abroad previously.
Tourism business networking and business to business events would suit the Hirst
Centre venue and provide a different location to those in the past. It will also help to
promote Sedbergh as a place that businesses mention to their visitors.
11.25 Rather than look to host and organise events there should be a push to promote
venue options to 3rd party event organisers and space-hire agencies thus removing
the need for putting in major resource time in organising. The key is to market the
venue to businesses such as River Street Events, Racoon Events, Fine Foods, CBA
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Events, Firebird, Clearwater and WRBM who run events around the whole country
and who may be looking for a new site and location.
Organisations and associations
11.26 To assist income generation there are several groups to target who use sports halls
for activities and events, often during the year and in the summer holidays, which
could be timetabled to fit with the needs of the School. Examples include the Scout
Association for large camps and jamborees and the Girl Guides, Boys Brigade,
Brownies, Duke of Edinburgh courses and Cadet groups.
11.27 There are many national organisations that provide services to young people and
some of these may respond positively to holding an event or a residential using the
Hirst Centre. These can include Military cadet organisations such as the Sea Cadets,
uniformed services such as St John’s Ambulance, Scouting Organisations such as a
Pathfinders, faith-based organisations such as Hindu Youth UK, activity organisations
such as Camping Club Youth or Girls Friendly Society and youth wings of political
parties such as the Young Greens of England and Wales.
11.28 The Centre would provide a good venue for a motor associations, specifically
targeted to Classic Cars. The area around Sedbergh makes for excellent leisurely
drives and Sedbergh is easily reached from all directions for a classic car meet. The
hall could be popular for motor fairs and auto jumbles in the warmer months and the
increase in visiting motorists either en route to destination or as part of a club event,
could benefit high street cafes and shops too.
11.29 In Kendal, Carlisle and Penrith, the model railway societies hire leisure hall facilities
to run regular exhibition and sales. The Hirst Centre is an excellent display space for
the members to use and would also present an event marketing opportunity
encouraging additional visitors to the town.
11.30 Photography exhibitions are popular and space allows for a number of exhibit areas
covering different themes and styles. There are many camera clubs and professional
photographers around the county and the national park area who may hire the
venue to display their images. The stunning environment around Sedbergh would be
a natural draw as a subject too. This could also additionally further promote the
opportunity of venue hire to those associated with photography equipment sales and
trade related events.
11.31 There are numerous retreats, conventions and opportunities for thinking groups or
religious groups and this well-resourced centre in Sedbergh would provide an ideal
venue for a national audiences or regional ones. The same applies to other styles of
groups such as the Women’s Institute regional events, debating societies, youth
group conventions and visiting choirs or orchestras which may be looking for
practice space.
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Tourism-led events
11.32 This area is discussed in the previous chapter. There are a wide range of tourist
focussed events that could include the use of The Hirst Centre as a venue, specifically
for larger scale indoor events and performance.
11.33 The Hirst Centre could be the main indoor host for the Sedbergh Food Festival suited
to larger gatherings. An example would be for a large beer festival, perhaps dressed
in the style of the classic German Beer festival tent. This could be done in conjunction
with the SFF, linked to the various Yorkshire Dales Food Festivals or as a standalone
tourism event for the town at a quieter time of the year.
11.34 If car parking at or near the Hirst Centre could be made readily available, it would
ensure that the venue was well placed to run as a registration centre and starting
point for a variety of activity. For example, the School organises the annual Wilson
Run so already has the capability and experience to host such events. The Centre is
ideally situated as cycling and fell running registration point for groups and for
competition from all over the country.
11.35 The Hirst Centre could be used to support events associated with the Dark Skies
movement. The skies around Sedbergh are quite free of light pollution and the Hirst
Centre would make a good venue for Astronomy-led conferences or events with
access to good clear skies outside the doors. There have been several Dark Skies-led
events and festivals nationally and their popularity is growing.

Case example:
Mission Discovery is an international programme run by ISSET, which provides an
opportunity for young people to work with inspiring role models. UK and international
students from ages 14 - 18 get to work with NASA Astronauts, rocket scientists and NASA
personnel for a week.
It is a residential programme for students with an interest in pursuing a career in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths or in the Space Industry. However, it is not only for
those considering a scientific career – it can give pupils valuable life skills and the
confidence to follow their dreams. Mission Discovery has been running since 2012
hosting events in a number of different countries, ISSET hope to expand on this year after
year, “giving ordinary students the chance to achieve something extraordinary”.
ISSET are currently looking for partners to host Mission Discovery residential summer
schools around the country.

Case example:
Mission Discovery is an international programme run by ISSET, which provides an
opportunity for young people to work with inspiring role models. UK and international
students from ages 14 - 18 get to work with NASA Astronauts, rocket scientists and NASA
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Education
11.36 Make sure Sedbergh is on the list as a potential venue for education conferences,
events or shows which promote education to the whole family. There are many
different events and it is possible to link up as a satellite site or add on event to
shows like World Skills UK, the British Educational Training and Technology (BETT
Show), the Education People event and IPSEF.
11.37 Science and the environment are popular currently as are events and learning
sessions on global environment issues. The nationally acclaimed Pint of Science
model could come to Sedbergh and perhaps would be well placed at the Black Bull or
at the Hirst Centre if a larger venue for a spin-off event was required. It would be
tremendous kudos for Sedbergh if it were to link with a company like ISSET
(International Space School Educational Training) and host a NASA summer school.
These currently operate in London and Edinburgh but there is an opportunity to host
more. A residential opportunity like this could also link with the Duke of Edinburgh
Gold Award requirements.
11.38 Additional summer school options to be explored further would include music. There
are no music-based summer schools for young people in the North West and limited
options for adults in the region too. Sedbergh would make an ideal location for
learning or developing a musical skill. Musically the Centre could also be used by
large choirs, silver bands or orchestras as part of national or regional competition or
as a training venue for workshops, away days, showcase or practice.
11.39 Links with other education providers could lead to the Hirst Centre being hired for
lectures, masterclasses, business events and learning fairs. Potential link up partners
include Lancaster University, under the umbrella of the new regional partnership,
Kendal College, University of Cumbria and UCLAN. Askham Bryan College or
Myerscough College who both specialise in agriculture could be approached
regarding hire opportunities to promote their courses and campuses or for learning
space options following the proposed closure of Newton Rigg.
Private hire opportunity
11.40 Marriage licencing and Chapel use is something currently being considered by the
School. The beautiful old buildings that the School have would suit the wedding and
small function market. The Hirst Centre provides an additional option for a larger
scale wedding or private function which could include catering via the School or via
the Black Bull. Weddings for large families or large social event gatherings would
work well should the Hirst Centre be dressed for the occasion. An agreement could
be in place with a company that specialises in dressing venues.
11.41 The Hirst Centre or Powell Hall would also support a large-scale Wedding Fayre. This
could be done in cooperation with several local bespoke wedding services such as
florists, photographers, car hirers, dress makers, stationers and jewellers, many of
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which do not have a high street presence. It could also involve local catering
businesses and accommodation providers within Sedbergh or further afield into the
Dales or Lakes. There is a proven market for wedding fayres, especially for rural
market towns in picturesque locations and the School would need to ensure that the
Chapel and venues are listed on all the main bridal websites as currently Sedbergh
has no listings. It would also provide a good feature opportunity for Sedbergh in the
bridal press.
11.42 There is significant opportunity for the Hirst Centre to increase its revenue streams.
this will of course depend heavily on school use and timetabling. The Centre is a key
asset for the town of Sedbergh and could really help its economic fortunes.
11.43 A plan of action with organisations to approach and a calendar of events would be a
good starting point. Events support the local hospitality market and provides the
means for a town to attract staying visitors. This is the catalyst for increased tourism
income, increased commercial opportunities for local businesses and suppliers, more
job opportunities and improved atmosphere in the town.
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Chapter 12 - Sedbergh beyond COVID-19

12.1

The impact of the Coronavirus that hit Britain in 2020 will be felt for many years. The
virus has killed thousands of people and significantly impacted on the national
economy. The virus first surfaced in January 2020 and following periods of lockdown,
business closures and isolation the country is starting to re-emerge but is now
challenged by a new way of life, known as ‘social distancing’.

12.2

For Sedbergh, there have been many changes to how the town has operated. The
community has excelled itself in how it has come together to help its residents and
supported local businesses. Going forward there now needs to be a concerted effort
to push the area of economic activity where most positive outcomes can be expected
– tourism.

The farming community
12.3

As the current Covid-19 crisis prevents holidays abroad, and with the future picture
for international travel uncertain, there will be a lift in British tourism in the weeks
and months to come. According to new statistics by CabinBookers, 90% of Britons
are looking for a holiday in the UK once lockdown is eased. The situation is tough for
the British tourism industry at the moment but looking forward, taking a break in
Britain is definitely going to be more attainable for the majority of people.

12.4

Nationally, there has been an increase in farmers and rural businesses approaching
professional organisations, such as chartered surveyors, to explore what avenues are
out there to change the use of their land for tourism purposes. The Coronavirus has
given those within the rural economy a chance to consider their future directions,
and with ongoing uncertainty over how subsidies will be paid in future, farmers will
need to look at other ways to keep their businesses viable. Local farming businesses
should be encouraged to look again at their buildings and non-productive land, to
reconsider their uses.

12.5

It is envisaged that British holidaymaking is going to become popular over the next
few years. The area around Sedbergh could see an increase in the number of
camping pods, using land for leisure activities or converting buildings into staycation
ready holiday lets. It will be interesting to see how the national park supports tourism
going forward and whether they will support diversification requests from farming
families for new accommodation units and leisure uses on their farms.

The tourism markets
12.6

It can be said with certainty that international tourism, both inbound and outbound,
will be severely reduced for the rest of the year and possibly longer. Reasons will
include international restrictions, flight availability and travellers reluctance based on
a variety of reasons such as fear of virus resurgence, a lack of knowledge of a
destination’s healthcare system and uncertainty as to whether future outbreaks will
be covered by travel insurance. How big the drop in numbers of international visitors
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to the town, (often associated with Sedbergh School), it is difficult to predict. Whilst
there will be a temporary decline in international tourism, as confidence returns
people will want to travel, have experiences and will want their holidays.
12.7

Rural resurgence - following weeks of confinement, it is highly likely people will want
to be out in the open and visiting the beautiful rural and coastal areas this country
has to offer. There is an amazing tourism offering across the UK, especially in this
area, which is often overlooked for the guarantee of a sunnier climate further
afield. The lack of international travel will mean that people will be exploring our
shores more than ever and there is a great opportunity for destinations and all types
of providers to maximise this trend, not only for this year but right through 2021 and
beyond.

12.8

Outdoor holidays will see a boost in bookings, especially in the early days of recovery.
Camping and caravanning are focused around the outdoors, tend to be in amazing
locations and they provide elements of social distancing with your own pitches,
accommodation space and amenities, such as cooking.

12.9

The combination of being away in the glorious outdoors whilst keeping social
distancing boundaries will be appealing to many and it is also affordable.

12.10 Multi-generational and friend trips and holidays will increase. Being separated from
loved ones over this time has been difficult and more people than ever will want to
spend time together, sharing experiences and holidays with the people they have
missed the most.
12.11 It has been difficult for people who have been isolating and as restrictions are lifted,
spending time with friends and relatives will become a regular appointment in many
people’s calendars. Of course, this will be especially true if said friends and relatives
live in remote and beautiful locations – many second homes in Sedbergh.
12.12 The extension of the season will be important to help tourism businesses that need
to make up for lost revenue in the early parts of the season and will hopefully go a
little way to building up cash reserves to aid during quieter months. An additional
Bank Holiday in October would be good for the hospitality business.
12.13 Having missed out on the Easter holidays, spring bank holidays and early summer
there could be a shift in traditional holiday periods later in the year. September and
October often provide good weather and so many people will be looking to take
more breaks outside of traditional key holiday periods. This will certainly apply to
couples and non-family audiences, but all audiences may look to take advantage of
this even if it means taking their children out of school. Families have now learned
how to home school so an additional week may prove inviting.
Next steps
12.14 A small task force is to be set up, under the guidance of the Economic Development
Group (which includes many Chairs from the different public and private sector
organisations active within the town), to look at a series of project ideas and
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opportunities to help businesses and communities get back up on their feet.
Promoting the town to grow tourism will be a central feature to this work as will
making sure the high street shops remain open and supported as much as possible.
Suggested quick wins:
1) Draft and deliver helpful and engaging messages for incoming enquiries to
businesses, information centre and ambassadors.
2) Concerted local effort to present the town as open, ready and welcoming.
3) Develop guidance and toolkits, which includes providing support and training and
engage with local businesses to develop, update and maintain their digital assets
(websites, social media, newsletters).
4) Local farming businesses should be encouraged to look again at their buildings and
non-productive land, to reconsider their uses.
5) Lobby the planning and licensing authorities to consider/ support diversification
requests from farming families for new accommodation units and leisure uses on
their farms.
6) Analyse existing data from the tourist board website or the enquiries received from
the information centre to support the delivery of a targeted campaign to the local,
regional and national market with the right messages. Develop a creative
image/brand and deliver a coordinated and targeted campaign over a 10 to 12 month
period.
7) Engage fully with Destination Management Organisations (DMO) Cumbria Tourism
and Welcome to Yorkshire. They take the lead role in managing and developing
tourism in the area and should provide marketing opportunities, training courses,
networking events and industry expertise to help develop local tourism
businesses. Perhaps encourage/ fund local accommodation providers to become
members.
8) Put Sedbergh forward as a principal location for Cumbria Tourism’s ‘attract and
disperse’ policy to help highlight and promote Sedbergh as a visitor destination.
9) Remodel the home page of the Sedbergh website to include strong imagery, the
following message and click boxes…
Sedbergh is open and welcoming visitors. We’ve also pulled together a selection of
things to see and do virtually and we have showcased fantastic goods that you can
order online from our local businesses.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Click here to download our free Sedbergh information brochure.
Click here to download our free Sedbergh Activity Guide
Sedbergh can be enjoyed and viewed by everyone, click here for our gallery of
readers photos.
Click here for insider top tips on the best food and drink suppliers here in
Sedbergh, plus you can get it delivered to your door.
Our local folk lift the lid on what makes Sedbergh special for them…click here
Sign up to ‘Love Sedbergh’ and our newsletter will keep you posted with all the
latest news, business offers, tips and competitions.
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What next for tourism?
Digital Visitor, reporting in May 2020, give their predictions for the next 12 months…
There will be a replacement of holiday type rather than removal and so here are some of
our predictions for the Domestic tourism industry for the rest of 2020 and the near
future.
Millennials are notoriously less risk averse as a whole, they are used to travelling more,
travelling to unusual places and participating in more adventurous activities and so their
risk boundaries go further than many other groups. Millennial families will be the first to
really embrace getting back to some normality and will be willing to travel further, do
more and take more risks, or at least perceived risks, earlier than other age groups.
Large destinations will rely on locals - big centres of population, for example, London,
Birmingham and Manchester, will experience an exodus of people who have been
confined there. Equally, for the rest of the population, there will be an avoidance of
heavily populated areas, a desire to stay away from large busy destinations.
After weeks of lockdown, people will tend to stay local and for tourism businesses,
targeting existing audiences, both residents and commuters will be important. This is the
opportunity to remind them what a great place they live and/or work in and how they
can make the most of it. Thinking local will be a big part of recovery whereas previously
things on your doorstep might be overlooked, now they will be seen as an exciting
opportunity.
As recovery gains momentum, people will travel further afield and it is important to
make it easy for them. Provide example itineraries especially around themes or specific
interests, highlight transport links and highlight things that will be important to everyone,
such as great outdoor spaces.
Over-tourism in popular destinations areas is a concern. Popular areas, such as the Lake
District, will experience numbers going from zero to crazy in a very short time and this
may cause problems, not only for those visiting but also for the local communities who
may well be resentful to the visiting hordes. It is important to think about ways in which
the volume can be spread over a period of time and encourage people to visit places
outside of peak times and explore beyond the usual popular spots.
Attitude to group tours will change, especially coach tours. The idea of being confined in
an enclosed space with lots of strangers will not be as appealing to as many people as
before. Although coach operators may well already be planning to take the ‘easyJet’
approach of leaving adjacent seats free to provide travellers with greater peace of mind.
There is however an opportunity here, as travelling with groups of family and friends will
be of more interest and whilst demand for traditional group trips may decline, demand
for smaller groups of ‘known’ people may increase.
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PART THREE – THE ECONOMIC CASE FOR HOUSING GROWTH

Chapter 13

Overview (main report available separately)

Chapter 14

Evidence of Local Need

Chapter 15

Supporting the case for housing growth
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Chapter 13 - Overview of the Housing Situation in Sedbergh

Key points

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13.1

13.2

Housing supply is low, demand is high
More keyworker housing needed
House prices are rising year on year
Planning authority not meeting its aims on housing delivery
Viability remains the key issue for developers
Economic growth curtailed by limited housing options
New demand incoming as a result of COVID-19

A separate 35-page report has been written on the economic need for more housing
in Sedbergh.
There is a limited housing supply in Sedbergh and the report examines
Key points
in detail how the lack of housing is having a detrimental impact on the future
Housing
is low
economy• and
socialsupply
wellbeing
of the town.
• More keyworker housing needed
Property•prices
in rural
areas are
affordable
than
urban delivery
areas forcing many
Planning
authority
notless
meeting
its aims
on in
housing
local residents
to move
awaythe
from
towns
and villages in order to find suitable
• Viability
remains
keyhome,
issue for
developers
and affordable
homes.
The Halifax
Rural
Review in
2016 said “the average
• Economic
growth
curtailed
byHousing
limited housing
options
property price in rural areas is 7.4 times the average annual earnings compared with
a ratio of 6.1 in urban areas.” In the Sedbergh area, it is higher.

13.3

Sedbergh has 1323 households, approximately 170 are second homes or holiday lets,
and only one main local housing agent although some others do cover the area. The
local agency enjoys a buoyant market. According to Zoopla figures, house prices are
rising on average 6% per year.

13.4

One of the key features of the local housing market is the link with Sedbergh School,
the impact of the School on the housing market is significant as it is a large employer
and staff live locally, it also includes some School parents buying second homes. The
latter being a primary source of demand.

13.5

Businesses of all sizes and sectors have confirmed that both housing cost and
availability is negatively impacting on their ability to recruit and retain staff.

13.6

The number of available sites for housing within Sedbergh and its development
boundary are limited. A growth strategy for the town, as part of a new local plan,
would consider an increase in settlement size and whether outlying areas could also
benefit from additional dwellings to support the sustainability of the town.
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Chapter 14 - Evidence of Local Need

Business need
14.1

There are several larger employers in Sedbergh, some are in a period of growth.
There is a need to recruit and where positions cannot be filled locally then businesses
would like to be able to promote the area to potential employees as a great place to
live with a functional high street and a good standard of schools and an affordable
town to move to.

14.2

The future of Main Street traders will depend on the numbers of people residing in
the town on a full-time basis who continue to shop local and use trades and
services within the town. The primary school and then eventually the secondary
school will need to see an increase in the number of working families in the town to
ensure roll numbers start to rise. This will also help schools with their associations
and organisations that rely on parent volunteers in areas of fundraising, supporting
activities etc.

14.3

Up to the lockdown period in Spring 2020, hospitality businesses such as The Three
Hares, The Black Bull, The Malabar and Howgill Apartments were seeing an increase
in business and needed to recruit staff. Hopefully, businesses will recover and when
they do need to recruit staff again, they will need people who can live locally and
who can work unsociable hours given the scarce public transport and long travelling
times.

Keyworker survey
14.4

In early 2020 Sedbergh School Developments Limited (SSDL) on behalf of Sedbergh
School carried out a employees housing survey as background research for a
potential planning application for the delivery of new housing in Sedbergh. Staff at
Sedbergh School were invited to participate in the survey and then extended to
include large employers in Sedbergh such as the Medical Centre, Settlebeck School,
JMP and member businesses of the Sedbergh Chamber of Trade.

14.5

The purpose of this survey was to assess current demand for housing and expected
need for housing going forward from Sedbergh’s workforce and to make sure
future developments were in tune with the requirements of the workers within the
community.

14.6

The information was gathered during Spring 2020 and is summarised as follows:
•
•

500 employees approached, 160 responses giving a good return rate of 32%.
50% of respondents are looking to move within next 5 years. Of these,
o 74% would prefer to live in Sedbergh if affordable / keyworker housing were
available.
o 60% said that they could not afford to buy or rent a home in Sedbergh
o 65% would like to stay with the Sedbergh town boundary
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14.7

The survey received data from a variety of keyworkers, 58% of responders lived in
Sedbergh, the majority within the town boundary. The rest mainly reside in Kendal,
Lancaster, Carnforth area and of these 39% identified cost and suitability of housing
being the main reason for working in Sedbergh and living elsewhere.

14.8

72 % of households had a gross household income under £60,000, this provides a
good indication of wages, disposable income and helps gauge housing affordability
levels.

14.9

65% of respondents identified that their current housing was not adequate mainly
due to being too small, too expensive, in poor condition and lacking security of
tenure.

14.10 When asked if the key worker was interested in moving in the next 5 years 50% said
yes, two-thirds would prefer within the Sedbergh boundary- this response is
significant as it highlights the distinct lack of units being available to meet this
demand. The other third would move outside Sedbergh for a mixture of reasons, the
main ones being ‘cannot afford to buy’ (25%) and ‘lack of affordable housing to buy
or rent’ (38%). 73.5% of all respondents agreed that were housing available, they
would prefer to remain here.
14.11 On house prices and affordability, 73% of key worker responses could afford to buy
a property up to the value of £275,000. 30% needing 2-bed houses, 41% needing 3bed and 22% needing a 4-bed property.
14.12 An additional question asked was ‘has any member of your household, or family been
offered a job in Sedbergh but was unable to take up the offer due to issues with
housing/ lack of affordable housing’ and 14% replied yes.
Property Agents Description of Sedbergh
The market town of Sedbergh has a primary and middle school, doctor’s surgery,
weekly market and local shops. Its well-regarded public school (one of the oldest
in England), wonderful fell walking in the Yorkshire Dales and its hostelries and
gastropubs make it a very popular destination for visitors. Further afield the town
of Kendal (9 miles), is the gateway to the South Lakes (including Windermere and
Ambleside), with excellent shopping, a choice of secondary schools and a direct
inter-city rail (from Oxenholme) service to London Euston (current journey time
approximately 2 hours 45 minutes). Road links to both north and south, via
junction 37 of M6 motorway, are very good and give quick access to Manchester
Airport.
Knight Frank 2020

Property Agents Description of Sedbergh
The market town of Sedbergh has a primary and middle school, doctor’s surgery,
weekly market and local shops. Its well-regarded public school (one of the oldest
in England),
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Housing availability
14.13 The market shows that house prices and values in Sedbergh are rising, so too are
prices in neighbouring areas which out-price working-age households from moving to
the area for work. The number of second homes in the area continues to increase so
the planning authority need to support the building of additional homes (affordable,
self-build, open market etc) with local occupancy restrictions.
14.14 Second homes are not necessarily a bad economy to have in a town such as
Sedbergh. Managed well and used regularly the impact is positive in areas of
hospitality, local markets, tourist attractions and services industries. The issue is
when local infrastructure, community events and services are hit by declining
population and support, as is the case in transport and school roll numbers. Both
types of household, owner-occupied and second home, can benefit Sedbergh in the
future but there needs to be a provision of new housing with local occupancy clauses
so that one does not mean the end of the other.
14.15 There is a recognised need for an extra care facility in Sedbergh and should this be
built within the next 3-5 years then staffing will be critical. It is recognised that jobs in
this sector are not highly paid and that affording travel to the location from outwith
the town could price prospective employees out of applying. Care workers are now
key workers and pressure on the availability of affordable homes to encourage
workers into the area will increase.
14.16 South Lakes Housing are the main registered provider of social housing in the town
following the transfer of housing from the local council in 2012. The organisation will
soon be preparing an Affordable Housing Strategy Report for Sedbergh. This report
will set out the current and forecast demand both from the natural level of demand
in the community, plus the demand identified with the recent key worker survey and
re-investment plans for Maryfell. Given the expected review outcomes there will be
strong evidence that more than one site for housing is required to be brought
forward to meet the specific affordable housing demand now and going forward.
Current situation
14.17 Two sites for housing are allocated in Sedbergh in the Local Plan, but at this time of
this report, planning applications have not been submitted. The YDNPA planning
policies will support delivery of homes for keyworkers on exception sites given the
evidence that more homes are required, and that demand exists. Currently need
outstrips the existing allocations:
•
•
•

The 2019 Strategic Market Housing Assessment, commissioned by YDNP, proved
the extra demand which sees a requirement from 6 units per annum up to 10.
The 2020 Keyworkers and Employees Household Need Survey, commissioned by
SSDL, proves new demand for additional local homes.
The 2019 SLDC desktop survey into housing need using housing register
information and demographic tools also proved the need for additional housing
above the rates in the current YDNP Local Plan.
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14.18 There is some progress on bringing forward the larger allocated site for affordable
homes in Sedbergh, but evidenced demand has already begun to outweigh the
numbers for this site. Furthermore, any potential remodelling of existing housing
schemes within Sedbergh will mean a deficit of housing units. This could be absorbed
as part of the delivery of homes on the allocated site but this will still further
generate an additional demand for housing. Keyworker support is needed now, not
in 5 years as dictated by a new Local Plan timescale.
14.19 The number of available sites for housing within Sedbergh and its development
boundary are limited. Smaller fringe sites are available which may be included in the
new local plan but more is needed. To enable delivery of new dwellings in the town
there is an urgent need to reconsider the current planning policies relating to
affordability and occupancy clauses which significantly undermine viability.
14.20 Sedbergh’s housing market will come under new pressure as a result of the
emerging demand for relocation from professional families who are able to work
from home and commute occasionally and who choose to do so from an attractive,
well serviced market town. Additionally, some of the existing second homeowners
may make Sedbergh their primary home given the changes to how people are now
working.
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Chapter 15 - Supporting the case for housing growth

Key points:
• Need to keep building the case for more housing.
• YDNP signalled Sedbergh growth strategy in new Local Plan
• Local surveys and affordability assessments provide valuable
data on the level of housing need.
• Parish Housing Needs Survey will help inform Local Plan,
Sedbergh last surveyed residents in 2009.
• Continue to demonstrate affordable and keyworker housing
need and secure support for new development

Parish Needs Survey
15.1

The next stage of gathering support for new housing development in Sedbergh is to
understand the needs of the existing resident population, not just those working
locally. The last parish-wide housing needs survey was carried out by Cumbria Rural
Housing Trust in 2009 and a new one is needed.

15.2

Parish Housing Needs Surveys are undertaken to identify whether housing is required
to support the local needs of a parish and the type and mix of housing that may be
appropriate to meet these needs. A housing needs survey is to be conducted to
establish what the expected housing requirements are for the Parish in the next 5-10
years. This will help to provide valuable data for the Yorkshire Dales National Park’s
new Local Plan.

15.3

Letters would be circulated to all households in the Parish inviting residents or those
with a local connection to the Parish to complete a survey. The responses received
would be analysed and used to inform a report.

15.4

The aim of the survey would be to establish:
•
•
•
•

15.5

The mix of housing need in the parish
The tenure type (open market, subsidized, social rented or shared ownership)
The size of the property and need by population (families, single people or older
households)
To make sure future developments are as far as possible in tune with the
requirements of the community.

The survey would gather information from households that are likely to be subject to
change in the near future, for example older people moving into residential care and
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/or children looking to move out of the current family home but stay within the
parish.
15.6

In cases of new housing development on exception sites a reference to the Parish
Housing Needs Survey has proved an invaluable tool in the planning application
process. Evidence of demand from such surveys and support from the Parish Council
is essential to securing a positive planning outcome.

Lobbying
15.7

The YDNP Authority has indicated a willingness to consider a growth strategy for
Sedbergh. This would mean building more homes and more employment options for
businesses in the town than originally allocated in the present Local Plan. There
would need to be support for this from the resident and business community
including the various public/ private sector partnerships, parish council etc and there
would also need to be sufficient evidence of need and demand. The key worker
survey, letters of support and a parish housing needs survey would all provide a
useful argument for securing housing growth in Sedbergh. It would show the
planning authority the types of housing people need and may also provide an
indication in any level of self-build interest in the town.

15.8

There is a recognised need to attract younger people into the national park and the
public sector has devised an action plan to set out what measures need to be
pursued. Such measures include retaining local services, increasing mobile phone
coverage, accelerate the roll out of fibre to the premises broadband. This is also
supported by the Great Place programme who are actively promoting cultural place
to a younger audience. The authorities should continue to support these initiatives
and where feasible, use the knowledge and influence within the local community and
business community to help achieve change.

Conclusions
15.9

When assessing demand, Sedbergh is an attractive place to move to or stay. It is safe
and friendly, a good environment for children to grow up in and with all the facilities
needed for a comfortable retirement. This is on par with its neighbours in Kirkby
Stephen and Kirkby Lonsdale but unlike its neighbours there is a limited supply of
housing with little prospect of change. Estate agents report that families are moving
out of Sedbergh to more rural locations or to larger conurbations to access the more
affordable homes they need.

15.10 Working positively with rural estates such as Sedbergh School ensures local
accountability, commitment to longer term planning and an interest in the quality of
development. Housing schemes that include a willing landowner and social landlord
deal will mean that the site becomes a more deliverable option. The planning
authority already have 600 planning approvals not delivered and this needs to
change. Furthermore, a local landowner will want to see a quality development to
the advantage of the town’s environment.
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15.11 Economic impact across rural communities is well documented by organisations such
as CPRE and Action for Rural Housing, and the YDNP have begun to refer to a period
of managed decline as an option if more housing is not supported. Communities such
as Sedbergh need more houses if they are to remain a viable town servicing the
needs of their communities.
15.12 Accompanying this work is a housing-specific report ‘The Economic Case for Housing
Growth in Sedbergh’ which is more detailed and includes more local data, housing
need analysis, housing policies, rural estate management examples and demographic
information.
Case Examples of Parishes working with housing associations
The importance of working with the local residents in determining need for more housing
is crucial to the planning process. A keyworkers survey and a parish housing needs survey
has helped to bring forward land for development in other towns and villages in rural
areas. One example is Stocksfield in Northumberland is a prosperous commuter village 14
miles west of Newcastle, but no new affordable housing had been built in the area for 25
years. With a high percentage of owner-occupiers and an ageing demographic, the
shortage of affordable rented homes was becoming critical. The Parish Plan had provided
clear evidence of need, and a questionnaire sent to all 1,200 households confirmed huge
public support for new affordable housing within the village, including from those who
had family wanting to stay locally or return to the area. A community land trust (CLT) was
established to take the scheme forward, chaired by a local resident and teamed up with
Isos Housing, one of the largest housing associations in northeast England to deliver 4
flats and 3 bungalows, which were immediately let to local people.
Toller Porcorum in west Dorset is a small village of around 300 people. It had lost its
school, pub and railway branch line, and until recently the village post office was limping
on in a run-down house with insecure tenancy. In 2015, six new housing units were built
on land gifted by a local resident on the condition that, new premises for a post office
were part of the development. The scheme was taken on a locally formed Community
Land Trust (CLT) and the Aster housing group and involved building five two- and threebedroom houses, plus one flat above the new post office, all for affordable rent. The
homes are managed under a 125-year lease on the CLT’s behalf by Aster, and a further
spin-off benefit to the community is that the annual ground rent Aster pays to the CLT is
used to help fund a variety of village projects and activities, from the toddler group to
running the playing field.
The development has provided a much-needed shot in the arm for the Toller Porcorum
community: ‘The village was in danger of becoming one big old-age pensioners’ home,’
says Barry Rutherford, the CLT’s treasurer when the new housing was opened. ‘It is
almost impossible for young people on average earnings to get into the property market
in this area.’
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Recommendations
The following points are highlighted throughout the report and are recommended for
attention and action to bring positive economic change to Sedbergh:

1.

It is important that Sedbergh maintains links with the Lancaster and South Cumbria
Economic Region project and is included in future developments across Cumbria
particularly in areas of skills and place.

2.

Maintaining the Sedbergh Economic Partnership (with members from of the Local
Authorities, Yorkshire Dales National Park, Parish Council, Sedbergh Chamber of
Trade, Sedbergh School, local schools, community organisations and the Tourist
Boards) to continue delivery of economic change for Sedbergh, capture
opportunities such as funding or project initiatives and avoiding any duplication of
activities. This will help Sedbergh to speak with one voice.

3.

A positive planning approach from the YDNP to support more new dwellings will
improve the sustainability of communities and help to deter the rapidly ageing
population profile of the Park. The notion of a growth strategy for Sedbergh is
encouraging, perhaps this could be through a neighbourhood plan process. The key
worker survey, letters of support and a parish housing needs survey would all provide
useful support for the notion.

4.

When assessing demand, Sedbergh is an attractive place to move to or stay. It is safe
and friendly, a good environment for children to grow up in and with all the facilities
needed for a comfortable retirement. This is on par with its neighbours in Kirkby
Stephen and Kirkby Lonsdale but unlike its neighbours there is a limited supply of
housing with little prospect of change. Estate agents report that families are moving
out of Sedbergh to more rural locations to access the more affordable homes they
need.

5.

A sustainable market town should enjoy a good supply of infrastructure and local
access to public services such as schools, health services, banks, public halls, shops,
eateries and holiday accommodation provision. Currently, Sedbergh relies heavily on
tourism to sustain retail businesses, core services and hospitality. It is therefore vital
that amenities and services are open to visitors when they arrive in the town. More
uniform business opening hours should be embraced.

6.

Childcare, school hours and education availability are key requisites for any family
moving into the town and for any businesses looking to attract workers to the area.
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Sedbergh must provide early years provision and wrap around childcare if it wants to
attract young people and working families to move to the area and / or to fill any
potential new housing developments. Given that roll numbers are decreasing at
Sedbergh Primary it should be an area to put right - provide parents with what they
need and support the future of the school.
7.

The main challenge for Sedbergh in terms of public sector interest and/ or investment
is that it isn’t on anyone’s radar. It is a town that is located at the very edge of the
boundary for the district council, the county council, the tourist board, the
parliamentary constituency and the national park authority. There are no public
bodies with an office or a base in the town. Co-location of public services to a key site
in Sedbergh involving CCC, YDNP, Police, NHS, SLDC and others would help to keep
Sedbergh on the radar for public service support, resource and investment.

8.

Sedbergh struggles with identity for place and purpose. The PR work currently being
undertaken by a travel writer is producing good results for the town but the message
of why Sedbergh is worth a visit in a wider context is still missing and could be
explored further and embraced by all hospitality and leisure businesses as part of
their marketing messages and promotion and supported by the two Tourist Boards.

9.

Sedbergh is perfect as a home of cycling but it requires much more resource to
support the necessary infrastructure to facilitate its growth such as cycle friendly
cafes and accommodation, electric bike charging points, cycle repair shops, hire
shops, bike racks and others. There is an opportunity to build on the already growing
market of cycling tourism and push Sedbergh, with its quiet roads and stunning
scenery, as the go-to destination for family and adventure cycling.

10.

To support tourism growth of Sedbergh there is a need to consider future capital
investment into more car parking options. 110 car parking spaces is insufficient. To
further encourage the overnight visitor market Sedbergh could introduce an area for
(pre-booked) overnight Motorhome parking. This has worked effectively in other
market towns to benefit local businesses and the high street. This helps to keep
parking options flexible to all visitors, not just those in cars.

11.

As more car manufacturers move to electric cars and the government supports grant
schemes for e-cars and e-bikes it is important to provide the infrastructure to support
owners, both locally and those visiting. EV Tourism should be embraced and
encouraged as drivers of electric vehicles plan their routes around the availability of
charging stations.

12.

In the context of Brexit unknowns and the growth of the staycation market, local
farming businesses should look again at their buildings and non-productive land, to
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reconsider their uses. The planning and licensing authorities should support
diversification requests from farming families for new accommodation units and
leisure uses on their farms.
13.

Work closely with Destination Management Organisations (DMO) Cumbria Tourism
and Welcome to Yorkshire to Sedbergh’s advantage. Put Sedbergh forward as a
principal location for Cumbria Tourism’s ‘attract and disperse’ policy to help highlight
and promote Sedbergh as a visitor destination.

14.

Put Sedbergh, the venues, the accommodation and the range of opportunities infront of event management businesses. Companies such as Keswick-based CBA
Events specialise in putting forward bespoke packaged events, courses and venues to
corporate clients, some of these options could include Sedbergh.

15.

There is a recognised need for an extra care facility in Sedbergh and should this be
built within the next 3-5 years then staffing will be critical. It is recognised that jobs in
this sector are not highly paid and that affording travel to the location from outwith
the town could price prospective employees out of applying. Care workers are now
key workers and pressure on the availability of affordable homes to encourage
workers into the area will increase.

16.

The future of Main Street traders will depend on the numbers of people residing in
the town on a full-time basis who continue to shop local and use trades and services
within the town. Work to market Sedbergh and its environs and businesses to second
homeowners, predominantly Sedbergh School parents, to encourage them to stay
more and explore local activities, amenities and experiences.

17.

Show ambition for Sedbergh and acknowledge the desire and capacity for sustainable
growth, not managed decline, by submitting a Growth Framework for the town to the
Yorkshire Dales National Park for consideration in the next Local Plan.
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Appendix 1 – Interview sources

Gathering research for the report involved phone and face to face interviews with local businesses,
public agencies, organisation leads and politicians.
Andrew Cobb, Economic Group Chair
Carole Moffat, Farmer Network
Christine Knipe, Westmorland Agricultural Society
Claire Robinson, Mulberry Bush Nursery
Cumbria Tourism and Welcome to Yorkshire
Damian Southward, South Lakes Housing
Graham Lappin, The Malabar
James Ratcliffe, Sedbergh and District Chamber of Trade
Janey Hassam, Sedbergh Parish Clerk
Jim Atkins, former Parish Councillor and planner
Jim Maguire, Cumbria Coaching Network and SLDC facilities manager
Joanne Mowbray, Farfield Mill
Kevin Lancaster, SLDC Councillor
Liz Duncan, Castle Green Hotel
Mathew Towe, Sedbergh Primary
Matt Williams and Bruce Jackson, SLDC
Nick Cotton, CCC Councillor
Nicky Millington, Sedbergh School
Nigel Close, Cobble Country and Howgill Apartments
Paula Scott, PS Business Matters and Kendal Futures
Peter Stockton, YDNP
Richard Dowson, Great Places
Sarah Campbell, Settlebeck School
Susan Briggs, Tourism Practitioner
Tom Congrave, Edge Economics
Tom Harland, YDNP
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Appendix 2 - Example of Housing Survey Questions

Employment
What is your type of employment?
How long have you worked for your current employer?
What is your gross annual income before tax and deductions including any benefits and allowances?
If you wanted to move or purchase a home, what savings do you have to meet deposit / legal costs?
Where you live
Do you currently live in the Sedbergh area?
Your current accommodation
Which type applies to your present accommodation?
How many bedrooms has your accommodation?
Your Journey to Sedbergh
How do you travel to work?
How far is your journey to work on average (one-way)?
How long on average does this journey take?
Suitability of Accommodation
Is your current housing adequate for your needs?
Which best describes your household's composition?
Moving Home
Are you thinking of moving in the next five years?
If housing which you could afford was available, would you prefer to remain here?
Would an extension to your property resolve your housing need?
Key Worker Housing
Would you be interested in specific Key Worker Housing schemes that would help reduce costs of
housing?
What is the maximum outgoing you could afford for housing if renting?
What is the maximum outgoing you could afford for housing if buying a property?
What tenure would you require?
How many bedrooms would you require?
Has any member of your household / friends and family been offered a job in Sedbergh area but was
unable to take up the job offer due to lack of affordable housing/ issues with housing?
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Appendix 3 – Vitality Analysis of Sedbergh (Summer 2020)

The information displayed below includes shops and services on the high street and central area and
visiting traders to the weekly market.

Vitality Analysis for Sedbergh 2020
Services
y/n Retail
Doctor Surgery
Dentist
Optician
Vets
Chiropodist
Audiology
Library
Community Centre
Church
Nursery
Primary School
Second School
Market
Bank/ mobile bank
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Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Grocery
Petrol
Pharmacy
Butcher
Baker
Greengrocer
Cash Point
Post Office
Fish
Hairdresser
Off Licence
Dry Cleaners
Gift Shops
Hardware

y/n Leisure
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Pub
Restaurant
Function space
Takeaway
Coffee Shop
Exercise gym
Playground

y/n Infrastructure
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Bus public
Train
Taxi
Bus private
Car Park
Coach Park
Charging point

y/n
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
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Appendix 4 – Sedbergh main trading street, Land Use Class Analysis (July 2020)

Shops – A1
Clothes/shoes
Clothes alterations
Hair/beauty
Gifts/interiors/toys/books/jewellery
Bakery
Sandwich Shop
Butcher
Pharmacy
Dry cleaners/laundrette
Spar/newsagent/convenience
Charity shop
Greengrocer
Optician
Florist
Funeral director
Tourist Information
Carpets/flooring/furnishings
Hardware
Homecare
Post office
Electrical supplies/gas servicing
Travel agency
Other – antiques, picture framers
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2
0
2
6
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
2

Financial / Professional – A2
Banks/building societies
Estate Agents
Financial Advice/ Accountant
Solicitors
Office support

0
1
2
1
0

Hot Food Takeaways – A5
Takeaways

2

Leisure – D2
Gym
Sport Halls

0
0

Restaurants/ Cafes – A3
Restaurants
1
Cafes
2

Hotels Pubs – A4, C1
Pubs
Inns
Hotels
Guest Houses

2
2
0
0

Business – B1
Holiday lets
Offices

0
1

Institutions – D1
Surgeries
Dental
Library
Churches
Halls
Schools
Chiropodist
Ambulance Station

0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

Sui Generis
Vets
Public Convenience

1
1

Vacant
Retail unit
Café

2
1

(2nd homes not as prevalent as Lake District which saw 2 Airbnb homes listed in January 2016
and 2468 by October 2019).
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Appx 5 – List of holiday accommodation in Sedbergh

Accommodation list for conferences, events and activities in Sedbergh (1m radius)

March 2020

number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

name
Ash Hining Farm
Black Bull
Daleslea
Dalesman
Holmecroft
Summerhill
The Malabar
Thorns Hall
Wheelwright Cottage

number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

name
5 Main Street
8 Main Street
10 Main Street
Appletree Cottage
Ash Hining Farm Apt
Bramble Cottage
Cosy Corner
Dalesman
Fell View
Fells Cottage
Fiona’s Place
Frostrow View
Guldrey Terrace
Helen’s Duplex
High Roans
Holme Fell View
Howgill Cottage
Howgills Apartment 7/8
Howgills Apartment 9
Howgills Apartment 10
Howgills Apartment 11
Howgills Apartment 12
Howgills House
Howgills Barn
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rooms
4
18
3
5
3
3
6
25
2
totals 69

bed spaces
8
38
8
9
5
6
12
50
4
140

type
BB
Inn
BB
Inn
BB
BB
BB
Hotel
BB

rooms
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
1
4
2
2
2
2
12
8

bed spaces
2
4
2
2
2
3
2
3
5
4
4
4
5
4
2
4
2
12
10
10
4
4
34
35

type
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Ivy Garth
Jazzcats
Joiners Cottage
Kings Court no.6
La’al Yam
Langdale
Little Owl Cottage
Lorna’s Place
Low Branthwaite – The Barn
Low Branthwaite – Garden Apartment
Maple Close
Mini Milestone
Naomi & John’s cottage
Old Chair Workshop
Old Station Cottage
Pippin Cottage
Primrose View
Ruby Cottage
Secret Cottage
Settlebeck
Sheep Fold Cottage
Stable Cottage
The Barn
The Bothy
The Penthouse
The Weathercock
Westby House
Wilson’s Rest

61 places to book in Sedbergh
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3
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
3
3
2
totals 113
182
rooms

6
2
2
2
4
5
2
2
4
2
4
4
6
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
4
2
4
2
4
7
6
4
267

s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c
s/c

407
bed spaces
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Appendix 6 – List of hireable facilities

Name
Medical Centre

Meeting
40

Capacity
Theatre
40

Cabaret
20

Sedbergh Library

10

20

10

Parish Rooms

12

20

-

Peoples Hall

30

200

130

Gladstone House

20

40

20

Powell Hall

30

300

200

Cornerstone Chapel

-

150

-

St Andrew’s Church

-

250

-

White Hart

20

150

-

Farfield Mill

40

40

-

Golf Club

30

-

120

-

200

-

Old Grammar School

20

45

-

Hirst Centre

30

900

450

Howgill Barn

40

80

40

Settlebeck School
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Appendix 7 – Early Years Provision file note

To remain a sustainable market town for its current residents and employers, and to attract
new working families, Sedbergh must improve its early years provision and wrap around care
for children.
From September there is no full-time childcare provision in Sedbergh for children aged 0-4
years, alongside no wrap around care for children at the primary school and no education
provision for those aged 16-18 at the secondary school. When compared to opportunities
available in other neighbouring towns, Sedbergh has a poor offer.
Area
Kendal
Sedbergh
Kirkby Stephen
Kirkby Lonsdale
Hawes

Day nurseries
5
0
1
2
1

Wrap around
care - primary
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Wrap around
care - secondary
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
n/a

16-18
provision
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
n/a

Current situation
Currently parents with young children would need to work part time to fit in with the current
childcare availability in Sedbergh. This prevents them working and earning a full-time wage
and restricts employers’ ability to hire full time workers from the locality.
Additional mileage and costs of transport to find alternative childcare provision has a negative
impact on Sedbergh families and the environment.
Residents that work out of town could take their child to a childcare provider near their
workplace which is a lost opportunity for Sedbergh and could impact on parents’ primary
school place options.
Residents that work within town would have to drive their child to nearest childcare provider
and return to Sedbergh, approx. 30-40 mins return trip (to Casterton or Kendal).
There is not an option for an Sedbergh- based employee who lives outside the town to bring
their child and drop them at a local childcare establishment in Sedbergh during working hours.
Opportunities for further investigation
Sedbergh Playgroup currently rent space in the Sedbergh Children’s Centre, they operate daily
from 8.50 – 11.50 and additionally 2 days a week 11.50 – 15.20, all in term time. The
playgroup is oversubscribed with waiting lists.
Children’s Centre – could they extend the play group hire space to full days? CCC have
declined the request for extra days use. Is there a future for the Children’s Centre as funded
by CCC given the revenue cuts that are forecast? Would the playgroup consider switching to a
full-time day nursery? Could a day nursery lease space there?
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Opportunity to link up with the primary school’s lack of wrap around care provision and
provide an off or on-site after school club. The school had indicated they would be willing to
set up an after-school club in the New Year subject to numbers/ costs being met.
Sedbergh needs a private day nursery, minimum 0-3 years provision, ideally 0-4 years for
continuity of care and to cover necessary operating costs. The 0-3 years could be covered by
private day care or childminder, ideally in Sedbergh then 3-4 years covered either by part-time
provision at Sedbergh pre-school or full time at an alternative day nursery outside Sedbergh.
Employment opportunity for Sedbergh - a childcare sector in Sedbergh could create new jobs
and apprenticeship opportunities and support business creation. Would Sedbergh School
consider setting up a new work-based nursery or moving Mulberry Bush nursery into
Sedbergh?
Conclusion - Sedbergh must have early years provision if it wants to attract young people
and working families to move to the area and / or to fill any potential new housing
developments. Childcare, school hours and education availability are key requisites for any
family moving into the town and for any businesses looking to attract workers to the area.
Childcare comments from Sedbergh residents, summer 2020
A Facebook group has been set up by parents in Sedbergh to try work to solve the situation of lack
of childcare - here are some of the comments:
“have to admit I am disappointed that primary school haven't managed to sort something. We have
discussed alternative schools out of Sedbergh due to this situation, it's incredibly difficult at already
uncertain times”
“I’m thinking that I might have to find a new job if something isn’t opened in Sedbergh and I’d hate
to have to do that because I love my job and the people I work for”
“Essentially I'm having to go and live in Barrow for part of the week due to there being no childcare
in Sedbergh come September. Between where my work is, what time I need to set off and where
grandparents are it is the only way we can make it work”
“We are moving to Kirkby Lonsdale. We started looking before childcare became an issue, but once
it did it made the move even more important. We are gutted to be leaving Sedbergh, but with both
of us working full time starting September childcare is a necessity. We really hope it gets sorted in
Sedbergh otherwise more people will be forced to look elsewhere”
“We are trying to make short term arrangements for my husband to work a 4-day week and my
parents to help but desperately need childcare provision in Sedbergh as soon as possible”
“It’s school holidays that will cause me a massive headache even juggling with friends and family”
“This is appalling and will have a huge impact on families trying to remain in the town, feel for
everyone in this situation”

JG – 12/8/2020
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